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PSI U CAPTURES ANNUAL 
INTRAMURAL SWIM MEET 
Gathers 22% Points to Dethrone 
Neutral C- Williams Sets New 
Breaststroke Mark 
The Psi U's nosed out the Neutral 
C swimmers by seven points to take 
the intramural title away from Neu-
tral C team, last year's winners, last 
Wednesday in the Trowbridge Memo-
rial swimming pool. Led by · Arty 
Sherman who won both the 200-yard 
free style and the 100-yard back-
stroke, and Steve Bartlett who placed 
bird in both the 100-yard breaststroke 
and in the diving competition the 
Psi U Seals went on to clinch the 
annual intramural swimming meet. 
The phenomenal Ps.i U-men not 
satisfied with entering one team in 
the relay finals qualified two teams 
n the relay finals. In addition the 
irst and second teams both garnered 
points for the Muir-coached men, the 
first team coming in second and the 
'B" team finishing fifth . In true 
Notre-Dame style the P si U's swarmed 
men and more men into the finals 
as witness the relays) to win the 
meet, other scorers for the winners 
being Neill, a fourth in the 100-yard 
free style; and Reinheimer a double 
fifth placer in both the 100-yard back-
troke and in the dives. 
The runners-up, Neutral C, took 
the 200-yard relay race with Fanning, 
Olsen, Carey, and Lathrop splashing 
home to win handily. Jimmy Lathrop 
captured the 50- and 100-yard free 
style races to pull down two first 
places for the Neutrals. Fanning 
placed second in the 200-yard free 
tyle after a short and fast sprint 
in the 50-yard dash event, in which 
he placed fifth, racing in the t"o/o 
events within a space of five minutes 
pulling off a herculean task by swim-
ming in the fastest and the longest 
race in such a short time. 
Monty Williams broke the old intra-
mural breaststroke record setting a 
new one at 1.20 while breezing home 
in front of "Whiffy" White and Steve 
Bartlett racing for the Crows. and Psi 
U, respectively. 
Joe Clarke, Dan Jessee, and Ray 
Oosting judging the diving awarded 
fil·st place to Wilcox, Alpha Chi Rho, 
second to Bud Porter, also a Crow, 
and third to Steve Bartlett, Psi U. 
The order in which teams finished 
was first, Psi Ups.iJon, second Neutral 
C, third Alpha Chi Rho, fourth Sigma 
Nu, fifth Delta Psi, and the Commons 
Club and Alpha Tau Kappa a tie for 
sixth as Alpha Delta Phi brought up 
the final position. 
The victorious Psi U dolphins 
heaved their stellar coach, Bob Muir, 
into the drink after the meet in token 
of their well-earned victory, all of 
them tumbling in after him much in 
the same fashion that the varsity did 
(Continued on page 5.) 
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HARTFORD, CONN., MARCH 16, 1937 
Alumni News 
John Ridgely Carter, '83, has, since 
he left the Diplomatic service in 1912, 
been connected with the Bank of Mor-
gan & Company. Until1914 he worked 
with the bank in New York City, and 
then he became a foreign representa-
tive in Paris, where he has since been 
stationed. The last time Carter visited 
Trinity was in 1911, when he received 
the honorary degree of LL.D. 
* * 
Larry Sinclair, '36, is now connected 
with the Mortgage Loan Department 
of the H. L. Rust Company, a real 
estate firm, Washington, D. C. In a 
communication to the Alumni Sec-
retary he reported that he was very 
content with his new position, and 
that he looked forward to coming back 
tt..o Trinity soon. Larry's address is 
1809 R Street, N.W., Washdngton, D.C. 
• * 
Felix E. Baridon, '14, has resigned 
his position with the Western Electric 
Company in New York City, to join 
the firm of A. G. Becker & Company, 
Investment Bankers, in Chicago, Ill. 
His new address is 110 South LaSalle 
Street, Chicago; 51 Judson Avenue, 
Evanston, Ill. 
... * 
Terry H. Mowbray, '35, is now Act-
ing Secretary of the Bermuda Trade 
Development Board. His headquarters 
are in Hamilton, Bermuda. 
"' . 
Milton Rulnick, '35, just received one 
o£ the highest honors in the Yale 
Law School, when he was elected 
Article and Book Review Editor of 
the "Yale Law Journal", one of the 
country's leading law publications. 
* * 
Edwin F. Lawton, '91, died at his 
home in Hartford on August 28, 1936. 
BUILDING OF CHARACTER 
BISHOP LARNED'S TOPIC 
Maintenance of Ideals Stressed 
by Suffragan Bishop of 
Long Island 
The Right Reverend J. I. B. Larned, 
Suffragan Bishop of Long Island, 
speaking in chapel on Wednesday 
morning, March 10, commenced his 
address by quoting verses 2 and 6, 
Chapter I of the Book of Ezra: 
" .... and builded the altar of the God 
of Israel .... But the foundation of 
the temple of the Lord was not yet 
laid." 
Bishop Larned in explaining the pe-
riod to which this passage refers 
stated that the Jews, who had just 
been freed from their captivity in 
Babylon, returned to Jerusalem only 
to find a mass of destruction and 
ruins resulting from the ravages of 
war and time; but instead of first 
rebuilding homes for their families 
or reinstating business by rebuilding 
stores as they would have been per-
fectly justified in doing, they decided 
under J eshua's leadership to build, 
first of all, an altar to the God of 
Israel. 
The speaker st.ated that one, in a 
like manner, should commence the 
building of his character by begin-
ning the task of building with an 
altar; that is, "by the recognition of 
God." He said that the majority of 
all failures in life is due to the wrong 
order in which man works. Since, 
however, God has endowed man with 
the responsibility of choosing what 
he should do first, it is fitting t hat 
he follow the example of J eshua and 
begin building with the altar. 
"God wants us to build our altar 
until we can start the temple," Bishop 
Larned stated as the second point to 
(Continued on page 10.) 
'DEATH TAKES A HOLIDAY' 
IN FINAL PREPARATION 
Sturges Drives Jesters - Ferris' 
Play to be Pre;;ented at the 
Avery Friday Night 
Office News 
W.ednesdiay, March 17, is Saint 
Patrick's Day. "The Wearing of the 
Green'' .and other appropriate airs 
will be played on the carillon between 
8 and 8.15, and at 8.30 will be held 
the usual mid-week service in the 
By J. B. McNulty chapel, when Saint Patrick's Hymn 
(Jesters' Publicity Bureau) will be sung. The Honorable John C. 
Every night for the past two weeks, Blackall, Insurance Commissioner 
M'l'. Donald Sturges has beellj stamp- for the State of Connecticut, will 
ing on the floor of the Public Speak- make an address on the spil•it of Ire-
ing Room. He is a short man, half land and of the ideals of the men of 
bald, and very enthusiastic, and he the Irish Free State. 
has been stamping to interrupt the • • 
Jesters' rehearsals so that he may Saturd·ay mor ning, March 13, was 
offer another of his numerous sug- the seventh anniversary of the death 
gestions. of Dorance H. Coles, of the class of 
Every night on the make-shift 1930, who died in his senior year. In 
stage, thirteen Jesters, eight male accordance with their custom, the 
and five female, have been repeating members of his fraternity, Alpha Tau 
the one hundred and fifty-one pages Kappa, held corpovate communion 
of script which they have memorized service in his memory and had break-
for the coming production of "Death fast together afterwards in the col-
Takes a Holiday." Seldom has the lege dining hall. * • 
prompter, seated nearby, needed to Professor Michail Dorizas of the 
mutter a cue. The play, in short, is Wharton School of Finance in the 
3haping up. Mr. Sturges occasionally University of Pennsylvania will be 
throws a stage direction over his guest of the college Thursday and 
3houlder to a scribe who jots it down Friday. Professor Dorizas will spend 
instantly. Thursday afternoon in the gym-
Miss Arlene Johnson and Sam nasium to show wrestling holds to 
Benjamin take the two leading roles. students intevested in that sport. 
Sam takes the part of mysterious, • * 
intense, Prince Sirki, and holds. his Tuesday evening, Mlarch 23, the 
own excellently against the really third of a series of organ recitals in 
finished acting of Miss Johnson the college chapel will be played by 
(Grazia). Mr. Watters. It will be in the na-
The other characters include Duke tm'e of a service for Holy Week, as 
Lambert (Douglas McBriarty) who is, the music will be Marcel Dupre's 
married to Stephani' (Dolly Warner). passion music, "Le Chemin ds I,~ 
The pair have one son, Corrodo Croix". President Ogilby will assist 
(George Widdifield). Grazia (Arlene Mr. Watt;ers by reading during the re-
.Johnson) i& the daughter of a princess cital the appropriate Scripture pas-
( Sally Rice) . Baron Cesarea (Arthur sages for the fourteen stations of the 
Sherman) is in love with everybody Cross, on which the music is based. 
and is much amused by the actions 
of Eric (John Tiedeman) and Rhoda 
(Jerry Foley). Aida (Rhoda Pimm) DORIZAS TO SPEAK ON 
and Major Whitread (Greg McKee) 
are two unatta~hed guests at Duke SPANISH REVOLUTION 
Lambert's mans10n. J · 
On Friday evening, March 19, at U d M · p· f 
eight-thirty o'clock the cub:tain of nAcent solreF. ht ,?Vmtg b IcStuhres o 
. . c ua 1g mg o e own 
the Avery Memonal Theater w1ll go • A d 't · Th d 
up on a set designed by Mr. Sturges·. m u 1 or•um on urs ay 
Mr. Sturges has made a name for Michail Dorizas, renowned geog-
himself in Hartford as a stage rapher and explorer, will deliver a 
designer, and he intends, in the course lecture on the present Spanish revolu-
of the production, to train a number tion in the Chemistry Laboratory on 
of the Jesters in this very important Thursday evening, March 18, at eight 
as·pect of the drama. o'clock. This lecture should be doubly 
Generally, play rehearsals become interesting because Mr. Dorizas will 
unmistakably boring after the :first show actual moving pictures of the 
few days. Not according to prece- suffering Spanish population and the 
dent, however, are the present ones, belligerent forces in action. Although 
for there is just enough of madness Dorizas was in Spain last summer, 
in the cast to keep things humming. these pictures were not taken by him, 
Miss Pimm appeared one evening but two of his friends, one of whom 
smoking cigars. John Tiedeman has was killed later in the revolution. The 
a line in the script where he refuses pictures are among the best taken, 
the offer of a drink. J ack Rowley, and the fact that they managed to 
who takes the pictures which appear pass unobserved the strict Spanish 
daily in the archway, is constantly censorship is in itself a miracle. 
startling the cast with a flash and Michail Dorizas was born in Con-
the click of his camera. Mr. Sturges stantinople and went to the Roberts 
stamps his foot and shouts directions College (U. S.), from which he came to 
with a zeal undying. the University of Pennsylvania where 
The J esters have received a great he was a great success. Dorizas, a 
many suggestions during the past two modern Odysseus, is larger in stature 
weeks, mo8'tly on how to run their than any two normal men. At the 
publicity. Several Trinity men have University of Pennsylvania, he be-
asked for a series of "daily life" pic- came an intercollegiate discus and 
tures of one of the girls in the cast, javelin thrower of great repute. In 
patterned after the series which football he played as guard, and with 
appeared in the archway featuring Dorizas as guard, there was no need 
Sam Benjamin. A sandwich man for the other six men on the line 
walking up a<nd down before sections since he could push the opposing line 
in the periods between clas·ses was back into their own backfield "with 
another suggestion. the greatest of ease"-as a result he 
There has been no difficulty so far, soon had to forego playing football 
however, in getting rid of tickets, due to his apprehension concerning 
according to Tom Whaples. :who is the injury to t oo many opponents. He 
business· manager for the production. became an intercollegiate wrestler at 
The Friday evening performance is Penn., but though he is extremely 
almost sold out. Student price tickets fond of this branch of wrestling, he 
are on sale at the Union for seventy- has always loathed t he professional 
five cents a<nd a dollar, all reserved. (Continued on page 10.) 
Number 19 
DEPUTY SHERIFF HEWITT, 
REAL WESTERN COWHAND, 
LECTURES IN AUDITORIUM 
Shows Colored Pictures and 
Movies of Journey Through 
Wilds of Wyoming Ranges 
SPOTS MOUNTAIN GOAT 
Explains Reason for Cowboys' Dress; 
Tells of Excit ing Adventures 
Exploring New Frontiers 
Robert Hewitt, cowboy, deputy 
sheriff, and college graduate, lectured 
on Sunday afternoon, March 14, in the 
auditorium of the Chemistry Building 
on the topic, "Saddle Adventures Be-
yond the Ranges." Deputy Sheriff 
Hewitt, representative of the West, 
enhanced his beautifully colored mo-
vies with explanatory details of his 
experiences on his trip last summer 
through the unexplored wildernesses 
of Big Horn County. 
Mr. Hewitt commenced his lecture 
by explaining the cowboy's unique 
and necessary dress. A ten-gallon 
hat is to a cowboy an ordinary and 
sensible hat which is worn primarily 
for a head-covering. Since it is to 
cover the head, the cowboy wears it 
with the brim low in front in order 
to realize the greatest benefit. On a 
hot scorching day, it acts as a parasol 
and during the torrential downpour 
as an umbrella. The hat's high 
crown affords a space between the 
head and crown for air conditioning. 
Whenever a cowboy wants to drink 
from a refreshing stream, he merely 
dips his hat brim into the water and 
forms an ideal drinking cup by pinch-
ing together a section of the brim. 
To quench his horse's thirst, the cow-
boy gets a whole crown full - the 
proverbial ten gallon. He also uses 
it to blindfold a wild bucking horse 
when he wishes to mount upon him 
with the greatest ease. 
Sheriff Bob stated that a cowboy1s 
kerchief is more than our ordinary 
necktie in use as well as in size. 
When tied loosely around the neck, its 
wide folds prevent one from getting 
a blistered neck under a scorching sun 
or a chapped neck during more frigid 
weather. By a slight change, a cow-
boy is able to use it over his nose and 
mouth as a filter when riding through 
thick dusty air. It protects his eyes 
during a raging snowstorm and his 
ears on frosty mornings. Since a 
large number of the water holes one 
meets are muddy pools, a cowboy 
spreads his kerchief over the surface 
and is able to drink the water that 
filters through. This kerchief a cow-
boy wears on his neck because that is 
the handiest peg available. 
While working on the range, a cow-
( Continued on page 7.) 
S. D. C. ELECTIONS 
At a meeting of the Sophomore 
Dining Club held last week, the 
f ollowing men of the class of 1939 
were elected to membership: John 
Clair Alexander, Philadelphia, Pa.; 
Beekman Budd, Scarsdale, N.Y.; 
Arthur Hugh Campbell, West 
Hartford; William Henry Gorman, 
II, Baltimore, Md. ; George Victor 
Hamilton, Jr., North Stamford; 
Hubert Phillips Hawkins, Worces-
ter, Mass.; Edward Louis Morris, 
Windsor; Robert Murray Muir, Jr., 
Grosse Pointe, Mich.; John Edward· 
Slowik, Hartford; Rudolf Lorbacher 
Talbot, Hingham, Mass.; Warren, 
Weeks, Chestnut Hill, Mass.; John 
Thomas Wilcox, Wethersfield. 
There will be a meeting o:f the 
new men in J arvis 11, Tuesday, 
March 23, at 4 p . m. 
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FROM THE PAST INTO THE FUTURE 
\whether you have given any contribution towards this window? l 
You can give any contribution towards this-you can give little l THE CURTAIN 
or as much as you can afford-and have your Mother's name 
engrossed in the book in the chapel. As I said, there is no more ---~----~~--~ 
beautiful piece of stained glass in the United States than the rose 
colors of the window of th'e Trinity Mothers. When you send 
in your subscription to The Tripod, just add something to put 
your Mother's name in the book of remembrance of the Trinity 
Mothers. 
If you do not take The Tripod, you have probably overlooked 
the fact that my old room-mate, the donor of the chapel, is now 
having carved in oak some splendid work for the chancel of the 
chapel. The great movements, such as the Crusades and other 
historic events, are being pictured in oak in what is going to be 
one of the finest pieces of wood-carving in the country. 
You want to be posted about the athletic teams and the splen-
did fight the undergraduates are making in that line. The "never 
die" Trinity spirit is alive and surging in the college today and 
The Tripod keeps you posted. 
Then do you know that this year we sent over a Rhodes scholar 
from the college? Pretty good work to have one of the three 
to go from the New England colleges. 
Did you see during the floods last year The Tripod number 
that told how the Trinity men had endeared themselves to the 
people of Hartford by their splendid work? 
Did you know that the college has a complete collection of oil 
paintings of all its presidents and those portraits are going to be 
put in the dining hall? Did you know that the central portrait 
in the dining hall is a Stuart portrait of Washington? Did you 
know that in the lounge there is another Stuart? 
These are only a few of the things that are happening up at 
the College on the Hill and I am glad to take a brief moment out 
of a busy life to encourage the young gentlemen who are editing 
The Tripod and possibly induce some of my fellow alumni to 
become subscribers. 
It has only been through the continued loyalty and interest of 
her alumni that Trinity College has made the great strides for-
ward that she has. It will only be through the continuance of 
this loyalty and interest that future progress will be made. I am 
counting on you as loyal Trinity men to see that she may never 
falter. 
THE ALUMNI SECRETARY 
Friday eve at the stroke of 8.30, 
Death arrives at the A very Memorial, 
weary of isolation, wear y of the fear 
with which men always greeted him; 
curious to learn what men found in 
life to make them cling to it so 
desperately, and shrink in such terror 
when he plucked their sleeves. With 
this felicitous statement of the idea 
in this macabre piece ofJ drama, that 
is said to be impTessive enough to 
quiet the customary choTus of coughs 
in the uncouth audiences, particularly 
when Death himself enters, we serve 
to inform you that the J esters are at 
it again. 
Death, having blotted the Honor-
able Prince Sakki out, decides to rest 
at the eastle of Duke Lambert for 
exactly three days. Here he meets, 
and falls in love with, a very mortal 
and a veTy lovely creature. 
We are afraid that you must guess 
a little over the weird reactions which 
this situation CTeates. We will not 
bother to go into detail over the pleas 
of the girl's mother and of her former 
lover, but we wjll be kind enough to 
inform you that at the final eurtain, 
the beautiful idealist faces death in 
all his majesty and horror, and very 
quietly says to him, "But you are 
beautiful. I have always seen you 
like that." And thus, apparently, 
love is stTonger than life. 
We can only wish the Jesters all 
the luck in the world. We sincerely 
hope that Sam Benjamin, Arline 
Johnson, Rhoda Pimm, Edith Warner, 
and all the rest wHl "knock them 
Many a moon has come and gone since Trinity College has had dead", and we feel they will, in spite 
the benefit of possessing such an active, and energetic Alumni of only slightly more than three 
Secretary. In the past, secretaries have been content to sit back weeks of rehearsals. They have a 
and watch the flow of what money has come in, however uneven, darned good director in Don Sturges, 
and think how nice it would be if the budget could be met. Trinity a successful play to work with, and 
has been content with receiving less than a tenth of the amount t he ability to putJ it across. A word 
which its contemporaries, Wesleyan, Amherst, and Williams, have of advice (apologies >to Eddie Brainard, 
taken in through the generosity of their alumni. swellegant radio editor of the 
At last, we have a man of action occupying the position. The "Times")-"go out there and fight, 
office has had a complete reorganization. A new system of Class and if t hings get too tough, remember 
(In accordance with our new policy, we will endeavor to present as guest Agents has been instituted, with gratifying results. A greatly that there may be more of yoU! than 
editorial writer for each Alumni Issue of the Tripod a man who is outstanding increased budget has been drawn up. Already, contributions have there are of them. Good luck." 
in his loyalty and interest in Trinity College. The first of these is the to~alled a~most twice as much a;s la.st year, and, in co.mparison WOMAN ALONE-s.5~At the Allyn. 
Honorable Joseph Buffington, '75, Judge of the United States Circuit Court With prevwus years, the proportiOn IS even larger. It IS he who A d ' t Alf d H't h k, 
of Appeals, oldest member of the Federal Judiciary System from the point . has made possible the larger and more frequent Alumni Issues cte fJrec .or,t d :\ 1; ~oc 
of service, a member of the Board of Trustees of Trinity College, and as loyal of The Tripod. If new donations 'follow in the same proportions mf a~ er fo thmmu e e ha1 sd, anh ene-
a Trinity man as ever stepped on the Hilltop.-The Editors.) ' l d t d l h . th' . ll 'd aCLOr o e common or e, as com-as those a rea y repor e e sew ere m IS Issue, a evi ence 1 t d th f h' b ·u· t d The young gentleman who is editor of The Tripod tells me I points toward the fulfillment of the budget for the first time in Pt . e e a~,0W er 0 1As 
1 
ri .~an ptrao 1~ncg-l ted t d 't f l . b I t k . I h h Al . S t h d d . k Ions, oman one ' s IT am e ec gues e I or o an a umm num er, so a e occasiOn :years. .n s or~, t e umm ecre 3:ry as succee. e. m awa en- Sylvia Sidney and Oscar Homolka. 
to jot down a few things. mg and m~reasmg the _loyalty an~ mterest of Tnmty men. . The great success of Hitchcock films 
I want to tell the alumni who do not take The Tripod they are .The Tr~,pod. takes this opportumty to. con~ratula~ the Alumm is due to the fact that he firmly be-
missing something. Whatever may have been the shortcomings S~creta;ry on hi~ great progress and to 'Yish hrm contmued success lieves that the average person de-
of The Tripod during its career, I feel that it is being very ably with his unenviable tas~. We also Wish to thank. on behalf of spises his ordinary humdrum exist-
managed and edited nowt and my first message is to my fellow the college those alumm who have already contributed to the ence and would go miles to have 1 
alumni: "Send a subscription on for The Tripod. You are miss- worthy; cause, and to urge those who have not to do so when chance to get away from it all. The 
ing the news of the college. Trinity is worth while, with its 500 they can. average movie fan is tied down to 
students. And then you are missing news about the wonderful an office chair seven or eight hours 
gifts coming in during the depression. I doubt if any college in a day and when he seeks entertain-
the .country has such a record during these depressing days." TEACHERS' CONFERENCE TO BE HELD JN APRIL ment he wants thrills, excitement, 
In the first place, we have pretty well up to a million dollars something that will never enter his 
in the glory and beauty of the new chapel. It is an architectural Trinity Alumni who are teaching in preparatory schools are to be guests own existence. Hitchcock, realizing 
gem :and no college in the country hereafter will erect a chapel of the College during the week-end of April 9 to 11. The program for the this, has specialized for some time ill 
without coming to see this one of ours. That reminds me, did week-end is the following: making weird, thrHling, and spectae-
you know what an influence Trinity has had on college architec- Friday, April 9: ular productions, many of which have 
ture? When we moved to the new site, the trustees sent over Rooms will be available at 7 p. m. Keys may be procured at the office skirted the edge Qf impossibility. The 
to Burges, the great English architect, and he designed our dor- of the Alumni Secretary, between 7 p. m. and 11 p. m. second, and almost equally important 
mitories after the pattern of the English colleges. These dormi- Saturday, April 10: reason for our belief that Mr. Ritch-
tories were the first of their kind that were erected in America 8-9 a. m. Breakfast in the Cafeteria. cock is the outstanding movie director 
and, since then, the architectural pattern then introduced in this 9.15 a.m. Professor Morse S. Allen will read a paper entitled, "The of our day is the fact that he is 1 
country has been copied by all the universities in their dormitory First of the Three R's." stickler for minute details, and for 
buildings. 10.15 a.m. Professor Vernon K. Krieble will give a talk on the new situations which to many seem in-
Have you considered the excellence of our pre-medical chemical Chemistry Building, followed by a thorough inspection of the Build- consequential and unimportant to the 
course? In the first place, I am told that the splendid prepara- ing. plot; it is true that the idea of photo-
tion of some young fellow in our pre-medical course first attracted 11.30 a.m. Professor Henry A. Perkins will read a paper entitled, graphing a cigarette or a 
the attention of the unknown donor who gave $450,000 for the "Pseudo Science." st eps may seem silly to some, 
building. Quite an encouragement that, wasn't it, to our present 1.00 p.m. Lunch in Dining Hall. everyone must confess that it 
students to do the best kind of work in their several spheres? 2.00 p.m. Daniel E. Jessee, Head Coach of Football and Baseball, will cr eate at leas.t mild excitement 
Following that gift of $450,000 came $100,000 more from our lecture on "The Value of Athletics in Education." some element of suspense. 
alumni and friends of the college toward the equipment. I hope 3.00 p.m. Choice of Swimming, Squash Racquets, and Bridge. of Hitchcock's branches of iTuhmonn•.-
you joined in the contributions toward the X-raying and other 5.00 p.m. Tea with the College Faculty. ity is his love for comedy to calm 
scientific work in the new chemical building. If it did not attract 5.30 p. m. Moving Pictures: "Trinity 20-Wesleyan 0." nerves of an audience after an 
vour attention and support, it did challenge the attention of an- 7.00 p.m. Dinner in the Dining Hall (informal). cially gruesome scene. He lll ... UlC.._I. 
other unknown donor who at Christimas time sent $100,000 for 8.00 p.m. Address by Dr. Ogilby: "The Recompenses of the Teaching that while in the legitimate +lt~on. i• 
the endowment to support the building and carry on chemical Profession." the audioence has a chance to 
research. These splendid gifts were a tribute to the second 8.30 p.m. Professor Robert B. Hutt: "The Developing Personality." bit and think about the 
founder of Trinity College, Remsen Brinkerhoff Ogilby. The Sunday, Aprilll: which have unfolded themselves 
great Chemical Foundation was so attracted by the excellence 8.00 a.m. Communion Service. the stage, the movie audience is 
of our chemical course that they determined to make it the model 9-10 a. m. Breakfast in the Cafeteria. no means so fortunate-thus the 
chemical course for the 400 minor colleges of the United States. 10.00 a.m. Carillon Recital by Dr. Ogilby. terims of laughable situations 
Are you aware of this signal honor done to the college? It will 11.00 a.m. Chapel Service. Sermon. arise throughout his productions. 
have a lasting and upliftii).g influence in chemical education, just 1.00 p.m. Dinner in the Dining Hall. But to get at "Woman Alone", 
as our dormitories were the model for college dormitories in the 4.30 p. m. Organ Recital by Clarence E. Watters, Organist and Instruc- is the screen version of Joseph 
country. tor of Music. rad's "The Secret Agent", and its 
Did you happen to know that the two most beautiful pieces 5.00 p.m. Vespers. includes, in addition to Sidney 
of stained glass now in the United States are now in our chapel? All conferences will be held in the Lounge, except the ones led by Homolka, two extremely capable 
One is the chancel window in the Chapel of Brotherly Affection, Professor Krieble and Professor Perkins, which will be held in the Audito- of Albion, little Desmond Tester 
which portrays Christ and the beloved disciple, St. John. The rium of the Chemistry Building. John Loder. 
other is the rose window in the main chapel which is dedicated At all times during the week-end, the Lounge will be an available The story concerns a series 
to the Trinity Mothers. Let me ask you, brother alumnus, rendezvous for informal meetings. (Continued on page 5.) 
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THE ALUMNI FUND BUDGET FOR 1936-37 
Campus Lanterns, ....................................... . 
Photography: (1) To aid the Football Coach and Players; 
(2) To increase the publicity of the College; 
(3) To entertain Alumni (at meetings), ....... . 
Alumni Reunion (During Commencement), .................. . 
Office Expense, .......................................... . 
Athletic Improvement: One Section of Bleachers, .......... . 
Field House Fund, ........................................ . 









Amount to be Raised Before June, .......................... $2,230.00 
Last year 159 Alumni donated a total of $1,486 to the Fund-an 
average of $9.35 per donation. So far this season there have been 279 
contributions giving a total of $2,770-an average of $9.92 per donation. 
The Alumni in general are to be congratulated for the noted improve-
ment in the number of donations for the 1936-37 Fund. Trinity's record, 
however, compared with other colleges, is still one of which the Alumni 
ought to be ashamed. J 
The total number of Alumni so'l.icited for the Fund is 2,172. Since 
279 have donated, this means that 1,893 (87o/o) have failed to contribute! 
Are you one of the thoughtful "279"? 
The Budget planned for this year is indeed modest. If other colleges 
can raise ten to fifteen thousand dollars annually for the Alumni Fund, 
Trinity ought to do likewise. But it is not the policy at Trinity to insist 
on Alumni donations, nor to use pressure for large contributions. Let us 1 
hope, however, that every Alumnus will willingly do his duty by send- j 




TO THE ALUMNI FUND 
Class 1868-$5.00 




William G. Mather 
Edward M. Scudder 
Class 1880-$50.00 
Edward D. Appleton 
Hemy McBride 
Frank C. Wilcox 
Frederick P. Wilcox 
Class 1882-$49.00 
Seabury D. Brewer 
Charles W. Coit 
Charles Z. Gould 
Charles E. Hotchkiss 
Frederick P. Marble 
James R. Strong 
Samuel N. Watson 
Class 1883-$134.00 
John R. Carter 
Edw81l"d L. Dockray 
George Greene 
J. Frederick Sexton 
William S. Short 
Hobart W. Thompson 
Frank D. Woodruff · 
Class 1884-$113.00 
Charles M. Andrews 
William S. Barrows 
William C. Deming 
G. Heathcote Hills 
William H. Hitchcock 
Frank E. Johnson 
Lawson Purdy 
Frank W. Richa<rdson 
Frank F. Russell 
Edgar L. Sanford 
Class 1886-$30.00 
George E. Beers 
Clarence G. Child 
Class 1887-$33.00 
William W. Barber 
G. Calvert Carter 
Martyn K. Coster 
Howard A. Pinney 
Joseph W. Shannon 
George S. Waters 
Class 1888-$211.00 
William W. Barber 
Godfrey M. :.Jrinley 
John T. Carpenter 
Louis W. Downes 
John P. Elton 
William B. Goodwin 
William S. Hubbard 
Richard M. Hurd 
W. Northey Jones 
Charles E. Purdy 
Class 1890-$50.00 
H. Hobart Barbel"\ 
R. McClelland B<rady 
W. E. A. Bulkeley 
Thomas A. Conover 
Anton T. Gesner 
John B. McCook 
William Pressey 
Class 1891-$40.00 
John B. Burnham 
George N. Hamlin 
Charles N. Shepard 
Class 1892-$50.00 
E. Kent Hubbard 
Class 1893-$93.00 
Robert P. Bates 
James Cullen 
Charles A. Lewis 
Luke V. Lockwood 
William P. Niles 
Reginald Pearce 
Class 1894-$40.00 
Cameron J. Davis 
Howard Greenley 
Frederick F. Johnson 
Charles F. Weed 
Class 1895-$60.00 
Samuel H. Littell 
Philip J. McCook 
Alfred If. Wedge 
John M. McGann 
Class 1896-$50.00 
Murray H. Coggeshall 
Samuel Ferguson 
John F. Forward 
Wlliam S. Langford 
Philip C. Washburn 
Class 1897-$5.00 
William Curtis White 
Class 1898-$75.00 
William M. Austin 
Henry J. Blakeslee 
Leonard A. Ellis 
Joseph H. Lee our 
Charles G. Woodward 
Class.1899----$12.00 
Cranston Brenton 
William H. Eaton 
Elton G. Littell 
Frank A. McElwain 
Daniel H. Verder 
Harold L. Cleasby 
Class 1900-$32.50 
Frank T. Baldwin 
John K. Clement 
Robert J. Fagan 
Samuel R. Fuller 
David B. Jewett 
Class 1901-$20.00 
George G. Burbank 
Martin W. Clement 
James M. Hudson 
Class 1902-$168.00 
Joseph B. Crane 
James Henderson 
Fred A. Higginbotham 
Edward H. Lorenz 
Anson T. McCook 
Karl P. Movba 
John W. Walker 
Class 1903-$20.00 
Henry L. G. Mleyer 
S. St. John Morgan 
Class 1"905-$50.00 
Charles F. Clement 
Robert LeRoy Eaton 
Charles H. Pelton 
Class 1906-$12.00 
Robert P. Butler 
Everett S. Fallow 
Frederick C. Hinkel, Jr. 
Class 1907-$15.00 
Raymond Cunningllam 
Charles V. Ferguson 
TRINITY ALUMNI FIGHT 
TO SEND MONEY TO FUND 
'Come Across' Connor and 'Give 
or Else' Brinley Lead '09 and 
'88 in Drive for Donations 
The Trinity classes of 1888 and 
1909 are in the throes of a pitched 
battle for possession of first place in 
the Alumni Fund Donations Derby. 
For the past six months, both camps 
have experienced varying success. 
At one point, the Rev. Godfrey M. 
Brinley, agent for '88, had his mates 
well in the van and indications pointed 
to an utter rout for the opponents. 
But Michael A. Connor rallied his 
men to the '09 colors and called for 
contributions. The result was that 
much lost ground was recovered, and 
the affair is as much of a tangle as 
ever. Latest returns show '88 a wee 
bit in the van with a total donation 
of $211. This is, however, subject 
to change without notice as neither 
side has called a halt to more ma-
neuvering. 
There are other classes which may 
feel proud of their records in this 
campaign. Three of them have con-
tributed one hun-dred percent to the 
cause. Howard C. Vibbert, oldest 
living Trinity alumnus, is sole sur-
viving member of and agent for '69 
which leads this exclusive list. The 
others are 1880, Edward D. Appleton 
agent, with four members, and 1884 
whose ten survivors are captained by 
Lawson Purdy. 
In addition, five other classes have 
brought joy to the heart of the 
Alumni Secretary. These have con-
tributed fifty percent or better; 1883, 
seven out of nine; 1886, two out of 
four; 1887, six out of ten; 1888, ten 
out of fifteen; and 1890, seven out 
of eleven. 
In other respects the old-timers are 
having the play taken away from 
them. The more recent classes of 
1909 and 1910 are leading the pack in 
furnishing the greatest number of 
donors. Mr. Connor may take an-
other bow, for the "niners" have 
twenty contributors, which is six more 
than '10 can show. 
The Alumni Secretary had to get 
the younger graduates in somewhere, 
and, after scratching around awhile, 
he came up with these figures which 
show the youngsters doing all right 
by our little Trin. Limiting the field 
to the last twenty years, the Secre-
tary points out the class of 1922 has 
nine donors, closely pursued by '33 
(his gang) and '34, each of whom 
have eight on the donation list. 
Class 1908-$26.00 
Saul Berman 
Herman F. Mac Guyer 
H. Irving SkiLton 
Howard S. Porter 
Gilbert R. Wentworth 
Class 1909-$193.00 
William S. Buchanan 
Corwin M. Butterworth 
Paul M. Butterworth 
Robert M. Cadma111 
James Stratton Carpenter 
Harold N. Chandler 
Walter E. Claussen 
Michael A. Connor 
Alexander W. Creedon 
Leonard J. Dibble 
William Dwyer 
Frederick T. Gi<lbert 
Karl W. Hallden 
Lewis G. Harriman 
Henry I. Maxson 
Stephen E. McGinley 
Edward K. Roberts 
Paul Roberts 
Bayard F. Snow 
I. Laucks Xanders 
Class 1910-$125.00 
Raymond C. Abbey 
Horace R. Bassford 
George C. Capen 
JohnR. Cook 
George S. Francis 
Charles W. Gamerdinger 
Nelson H. Gildersleeve 
Harold C. Green 
Cyril B. Judge 
William J. Nelson 
Ewald E. Olsson 
Wilbert A. Smith 
John H. T. Sweet, Jr. 
Jerome P. Webster 
+•-•--•-•-•-•--•-•-•-u-•-•-•-•-•-tm-•-•-•-•-•-1111-•-ua-+ 
A MESSAGE TO THE ALUMNI ~ 
Trinity, with a student body of nearly five hundred, has grown beyond 
the belief or realization of Alumni who have not recently visited the 
college. The Trowbridge Athletic Unit, the Mather Chapel, the College 
Dining Hall, the Cook Dormitory and now the new Chemistry Laboratory 
1 have added much needed equipment. The maintenance of our high schol-
j as tic standing has continued our prestige. The success of our football, 
j basketball and swimming teams this year has been gratifying to all. I 
• There are two definite ways in which each and every Alumnus can 
! help Trinity and that is by contributing financially, according to his t means, each year to the Alumni Fund and, secondly and equally important, 
• taking a sincere interest and part in helping to get good men to Trinity. 
! Alumni of other colleges of our size and importance contribute yearly 1 
1 five to ten times as much as we have. Also we know that they yearly I 
j help extensively and materially in getting men to their colleges. As 
j President of the Alumni Association, I feel it incumbent upon me to ask 
j for the interest and cooperation of a larger number of our Alumni body 
cin these respects. · 
1 At the start of the college year we sent you the financial budget of 
1 the Alumni Fund for the year 1936 and 1937. Much serious consideration~ 
I was given to the make-up of this budget and it is most essential that we 
j get the desired amount. 
j It is very encouraging to report that as of Marc·h 1 this -year our 
1 receipts to this Fund are more than double those for the corresponding 
1 period a year ago. It is even more pleasing that nearly double the number 
of Alumni have contributed, though that number is less than ten percent 
of our Alumni body. We highly appreciate the consideration and coopera-
tion of those who have already contributed. 
Next year we shall have, through the generosity of the Trustees, a 
full time Alumni ·secretary. This certainly is going to help very mater-
ially to run the Alumni Association more effectively. 
We hope a large number of men are already making their plans to 
be back for commencement. GEORGE C. CAPEN, '10, President, 
j Trinity College Alumni Association. 
+··--·-1111-llll-llli-IIU-III-·--·-·-·-·-----1111-111--·-·------tJ . 
Class 1911-$25.00 
Thomas J. Conroy 
Harold C. Jaquith 
Gordon W. Stewa.Tt 
Class 1912-$87.00 
Chapin Carpenter 
Thomas F. Flanagan 
Robert E. Foote 
Paul F. Herrick 
K. Maxwell Kendall 
Erwin Rankin 
Raymond H. Segur 
Paul H. Taylor 
Class 1913-$17.00 
William P. Barber, Jr. 
Allan B. Cook 
Eliot L. Ward 
Class 1914-$34.00 
Felix E. Bandon 
Edwin M. Barton 
George C. Burgwin 
Charles E. Craik, Jr. 
Morton S. Crehore 
Louis 0. deRonge 
Ernest T. Somerville 
Archibald W. Walker 
Raymond W. Woodward 
Class 1915-$48.00 
William E. Barnett 
Bertram B. Bailey 
SmartBTand 
Walcott Chapin 
Louis F. Jefferson 
Theodore A. Peck 
Louis, M. Schatz 
Bertram L. B. Smith 
Class 1916-$53.50 
James L. Cole 
F. Wyatt Elder 
Norton Ives 
Clarenee A. Meyer 
Robert S. Morris 
Edward A. Niles 
Robert B. O'Connor 
Erha<rdt G. Schmitt 
Charles B. Spofford, Jr. 
Class 1917-$110.00 
Raymond T. J. Higgins 
A. Northey Jones 
Class 1918-$59.00 
Henry S. Beers 
Joseph Buffington, Jr. 
William Grime 
Louis Noll 
Sydney D. Pinney 
Melville Shulthiess 
John M. Mitchell 
Class 1919-$20.00 
Theodore F. Evans 
Edwal'd M. Finesilver 
Samuel Nirenstein 
Harmon T. Barber 
Class 1920-$14.00 
Nelson F. Adkins 
FTankR.Fox 
Arthur V. R. Tilton 
Phillips B. Warner 
Class 1921-$7.00 
Moses J. Neiditz 
Nelson A. Shepard 
Class 1922-$80.00 
Wilson G. Brainerd 
Verner W. Clapp 
John B. Cuningham 
Francis S. Freed 
Bert C. Gable, Jr. 
Glover Johnson 
Sherman C. Parker 
Alfred L. Roulet 
Frederic T. Tansill 
Class 1923-$10.00 




Charles E. Cuningham 
Stanley L. Kennedy 
Morris M. Mancoll 
Carl W. Nash 
Class 1925-$12.00 
Nils A. C. Anderson 
Isidore S. Geeter 
Samuel C. Wilcox 
Class 1926-$7.00 
Moses D. Lischner 
John Williams, Jr. 
Class 1927-$5.00 
James M. Cahill 
Class 1929-$5.00 
Arthur S. Blank 
Class 1930-$12.00 
Francis R. Belden 
Lyman B. Brainerd 
Class 1932-$12.00 
James 0. Carson Jr. 
G. Keith Funston 
James G. Tobin 
Class 1933-$17.50 
Arthur C. Carlson 
Paul M. Christensen 
Joseph R. Frothingham 
Leonard P. Jahnke 
James G. MaTks, Jr. 
J. Jack Sharkey 
Lewis A. Wadlow, Jr. 
Thomas S. Wadlow 
Class 1934-$62.00 
William H. Benjamin 
Nathaniel T. Clark 
Charles T. Kingston 
A. Gordon Magrauth 
John A. Mason 
Andrew Onderdonk 
Robert F. Schmolze 
James B. Webber, Jr1 
Class 1935-$7.00 
John A. Hamer 
Territt H. Mowbray 
Barclay Shaw 
William H. Warner 
Class 1936-$19.00 
Stewart M. Ogilvy 
John B. Preston 
Lloyd S. Ro.gers 
John R. Williams 
George W. Weeks 
Honorarii-$165.00 
George W. Bacon 
George W. Cole 
Charles B. Cook 
W. Cameron Forbes 
Clement C. Hyde 
J. I. Blair Larned 
Maurice F. McAuliffe 
George Shiras, III 
Charles F. Smith 
M. George Thompson 
Extension-$2.00 
Blanche M. Da.Tling 
Too Late for Classification: 




1880 Edward D. Appleton 
1881 Louis C. Washburn 
1882 Charles E. Hotchkiss 
1883 The Rev. William S. Short 
1884 Lawson Purdy 
1885 Samuel S. Mitchell 
1886 Herman L. Lonsdale 
1887 Joseph W. Shannon 
1888 The Rev. Godfrey M. Brinley 
1 889 The Rev. Frederick F. KTamer 
1 890 William E. A. Bulkeley 
1891 Edward R. Lampson, M.D. 
1892 Thomas Mch.ean 
1893 Luke V. Lockwood 
1 894 Howard Greenley 
1 895 Judge Philip J. McCook 
1 896 Philip C. Washburn, M.D. 
1897 ••• • 0 0 •• 0 • •••••••••••••• 
1898 Joseph H. Lecour 
1 899 Elton G. Littell, M.D. 
1 900 John K. Clement 
1901 Robert B. Bellamy 
1 902 The Rev. James Henderson 
1 903 S. St. John Morgan 
1904 Theodore N. Denslow 
1905 Allen R. Goodale 
1906 Hill Burgwin 
1907 The Rev. Gerald A. Cunningham 
1 908 James Brewster 
1 909 Michael A. Connor 
1910 John H. T. Sweet, Jr., M.D. 
1911 Walter E. Batterson 
1912 Thomas F. Flanagan 
1913 William P. Barber, Jr. 
1914 Raymond W. Woodw-ard 
1915 Louis F. Jefferson 
1916 Robert S. Morris 
1917 A. Northey Jones 
1918 Sydney D. Pinney 
1919 Harmon T. Barber 
1920 Arthur V. R. Tilton 
1921 Nelson A. Shepard 
1922 Frederick T. Tansill 
1923 Sereno B. Gammell 
1924 Thomas J. Birmingham 
1925 David M. Hadlow 
1926 Stimpson Hubbard 
1927 George B. R. Meade 
1928 William F. Even 
1929 George A. Hey 
1930 Joseph R. Regnier 
1931 Wilbert A. Bjorklund 
1932 James G. Tobin 
1933 The Rev. J. Jack Sharkey 
1934 Charles T. Kingston 
1935 William H. Warner 
1936 Peter S. Fish 
SMITH, '13, FINDS LIFE 
IN SCOTLAND "QUIET" 
The American Consul in Dundee 
Enjoys Trinity Victory Over 
Wesleyan in Football Game 
During the past football season, E. 
Talbot ::lmith, '13, was on home leave 
from the American Consulate in Dun-
dee, Scotland, and was on hand to see 
the old Alma Mater take the measure 
of Wesleyan. Now back at his work 
as American Consul in Dundee, he 
finds that this g'ame was the out-
standing event of the year. "It was 
the first 'American' football I had 
seen in ,some 18 y·ears," he says, 
"and it was worth waiting fo:r!'' 
Previous to last April he was sta-
tioned at Milan where he managed to 
do a lot ·of skiing in the nearby Ital-
ian Alps. Now the Scottish High-
lands afford an opportunity for him 
to enjoy the sport, but in his opinion 
there is no comparison with Sestri-
eres, Ponte de Legno, and Cortina-
"not enough snow". 
Smith is quite proud of his young 
daughter who not so long ~go exhibi- ' 
ted at Milan 30 black-and-whites ~nd' 
sold bald' of them. Besides her artis-
tic bent she is a chip-off-the-
old-block when it comes to skiing, and 
is equally at home on the ice or at a, 
piano. 
Life at Dundee, Smith finds quiet 
to a fault, not that there <isn't enough 
work to be done at the consulate, but 
the diversions are few and far be-
tween. Most of his spare time is 
spent outdoors where he manages to 
lreep fit. H<lwever, there is one bless-
ing which bonnie Scotland bestows-
he can enjoy movies in English dia-
logue and not in Italian or German. 
".{\.11 in all," he says, "life is n<lt too, 
bad." 
THE TRINITY TRIPOD 
WILLARD, '95, PROMINENT 
AMONG SOCIAL WORKERS . 
Well-Known Founder of 'Christie 
Street House' is Now 
Living in Italy 
Honored by three countries for his 
distinguished e:flforts during the 
World War in Red Cross work and 
as organizer of various welfare 
groups, David Willard, '95, has ·spent 
most of his time since leaving Trinity 
in the ficld of social betterment. 
After graduation, Willard entered 
Social Settlement work in New York 
City, eventually founding and for 
some time personally managing the 
"Chrystie Street House". This house 
S<lon became 1a center of lx>ys' club 
work and a temporary home for 
young criminals out on parole. It 
has now risen to a prominent place 
among the city's charitable ~ctivities. 
Mr. Willard's sodal work did no'b 
stop here. Soon after the founding 
of the "Chrystie House", be organ-
iz·ed and conducted through the Re-
form administration the "Jrtvenile 
Leagues" <lf the Stl'eet Cleaning De-
partment. Immediately following 
this, he founded the "Thmbs Pris<ln 
School" for young criminals, and es-
tablished a similar work on Randall's 
Island, which later became the "Boys 
Penitentiary on Welfare Island". 
While conducting this school for ten 
years, Mr. WiUard was the mosij:l 
prominent jigu!I'e in the establish-
ment of the New York State Parole 
System for Criminals, and also 
started a boys' camp in V·eTmont 
which he conduCited for four years. 
At the outb1~eak od' the war, he 
happened to be traveling in Europe. 
He soon returned to Arn·erica with 
material which he had collected dur-
ing his trip to delive:r lectures here 
on Belgian relief. For many months, 
he toured about the country collect-
ing funds for his relief work in Eu-
rop.e. W5llard then continued in war 
COMMUNICATIONS 
(In order to get interesting mate-
rial for this issue, letters were sent 
to outstanding alumni residing in 
foreign countries, who were asked to 
contribute anything which they 
thought would be of interest to read-
ers of The Tripod. The following are 
printed "verbatim", while others may 
be found in a different column.-The 
Editors.) 
To the Editor of The Tripod: 
.I've just received your letter ask-
ing for the foreign alumni material, 
so I'm replying at once to reach you 
in time. 
Of the fifteen years. since I left 
Trinity, over half that time I haV'e 
spent abroad. AlmPst immediate•ly 
I went into newspaper work, first as 
reporter on the "Yonkers States-
man", then, successively, the "Balti-
more Sun" and: the "New York Sun". 
I hav;e always had a fondness for 
seeing the world; during my summer 
vacations I worl~e,d on ships, from 
steward to seaman and quartermas-
ter, and in 1927 I went to Paris where 
I remained a year; working on the 
Paris edition of the "New Y<Ork Her-
ald-Tribune". My first job in Paris, 
and certainly one of my most inter-
esting ones, was covering Lindbergh's 
landing at Le Bourget airport aftel' 
his famous solo transatlantic flight. 
In 1928 I 1,eturned to New Y:ork and 
almost at once started to work for 
the "New York Times". 
In the April, 1929, issue of "The 
Bookman" I published an article on 
Donn Byrne, the Irish writer, ldlled 
in an 'automobile .accident. This ar-
ticle, appeared simultaneously with 
the arrival in New York of Donn 
Byrne's widow, with the result that 
his publishers, "Century", commis-
sioned me to write a book on him. 
I obtaineu .a le:we of absence from 
the papeu: to visit Coolma.in Castle in 
Ireland, where Donn Byrne had lived, 
and absorb material. I had also ar-
relief work on both sides of the Atlan- ranged to w:ork ·again during the 
tic and became fo.reign secretary for summe~r months of 1929, for the 
various societies during the war per- "P111ris He.Tiald" while I was busy Qn 
iod. Notably among these wer·e the the book. But I never reached Paris, 
"Surgical Dressings Committee", the for when I dropped in the London 
"Duryea \V:ar Rclief", and the "Se- Bureau of the "New Y·ork Times" I 
cow· de Guerre." found the office being reorganized 
When the American Red Cross took :.nd was od':fered a job thene which I 
up operations in Italy, Mr. Willard thought would be only temporary, 
beoama the head of the Surgical However, I remained in London for 
D!ressings Department. Mter the the "Times" until 1ast autumn. 
\\1ar, he remained in Europe for r.e- Meanwhile my Donn Byrn<} book--
lief work over a period of three years. "Donn Byrne, Bard of Arntagh"-had 
For his Red Cross services during the been published .with some success, Iii-
war, he received from the Belgian oo an anthology of literature <lf the 
G<lvernment the "M.edaille du R<li AI- table, dining and wining, under the 
hert", and from the French Govern- title, "The Festive Board". I had al-
ment the "Medaille de la Reconnais- so been busy, in spare moments, on 
sance", and was knighted by the King a book about my sea experiences, 
of Itlaly, becoming w'hat is known as "Sailortown", which has yet to be 
·a "Cavaliere della Corona d'Italia". published. After that I started an-
Mr. Willard ha:s now retired from other novel, "Foreign Correspondent", 
adtive life and is residing in Rome. about an Ame~ican newspape1· cor-
His new address is 38 Piazza di Spag- respondent, agamst a background of 
na R<lme Italy. , contemporary European politics. But 
' ' it is hard to write when you axe 
working for a paper-a foreign cor-
respondent is on duty day and night 
PROSPECTS OF PROGENY often-so last autumn, WhCIIl the 
PERPLEXES PROUD PAPA "Times" was again making changes 
in its London •staff, I left ~nd for 
the past few m<lnt,hs have worked February 16, 1937. 
hard finishing the book. It is mw 
Dr. R. B. Ogilby, President, in the hands of fate and the pub-
Trinity College, Hartford, Conn., lishers! But I had also decided to 
My dear Dr. Ogilby: abandon daily journalism finally, af-
I appreciate very much having re- . ter fifteen years of it, because Alex-
ceive~ an applicati~n ?lank to u~e. in ander K<lrda promised me a chance 
applymg for admission to Tnmty to write for his London Films. K<lrda 
Colleg: for my ~on: While I ~m s~re • mlllde "Henry VIII", "Rembrandt", 
ther: IS no obJection to ~avmg hi_m , and other fine films. I am just now 
:accm~ted, et~. , ~ must withhold fil- l on the po·int of beginning work for 
mg this applicatiOn for a few days : him on a film which Walter Reisch 
until I can figure out whether he will : a famous continental director is ~ 
be bright enough to be in the Class : make at Korda's new studios ~t Den-
of 1957, or whether application should f ham. I have long been interested in 
be made for some later class such as writing for films and being in Eng-
1958, 1959, or 1960. When I have . land I decided to start here. Later 
been able_ to figure t~is ?ut you will I may go to Hollywood~ as aftC:: 
duly receive the apphcatwn. , having been away from home fo r 
Sincerely yours, ' nearly eight YJeaiS, I'm anxious to 
ERWIN RANKIN. ! get back again, since I am no ex-
P. S.-I certainly appreciate very patriate and could ne'V'er be one very 
much your good wishes, as well as long, how€JVler pleasant a place Eng-
your congratulations on the future land is in which to live and work. 
success of the boy at Trinity College. Needless to say, one of the things I 
It will interest you to know that I have missed most of all while over 
have received no other applications- here has been going back to Hartford, 
although if he proves to be a good at June, for reunions. I hated miss-
athlete they will undoubtedly not be ing the tenth reuni<ln of my class-
lacking. 1922-but perhaps I may be able to 
get back f<lr the fifteenth this year. 
At any !'ate, I shall certainly try to, 
if only for .a visit, and I hope !YOU'll 
tell Freddy Tansill so for me. 
The last thing I did for the "New 
York Times" before leaving that ex-
cellent pape!r after such a long and 
pleasant association was to interview 
the veteran pianist-statesman Pader-
ewski, who was. also making his debut 
in films, and just before that I had 
been in frequent contact with another 
grand old man, Bernard Shaw, who 
was then in '!{he news over .a film 
censorship row. Among my most 
prized possessions are several of 
Shaw's famous post eards (on which 
he conducts most of his C<lrrespond-
ence) and •an interview ·he himself 
wrote out for me in the form of a dia-
log, of which the opening will serv;e 
as a sa.m;ple: 
MACAULEY-"Well, Mr. Sh~w, 
ar.e you yet prepared to answer all 
the protests your letter elicted? I 
suppose I must not congratulate you 
on your publici'cy. But if y<lu aimed 
at a first-rate ballyhoo you were as 
successful as usual. As a fellow 
journalist I envy you yow· tt·ick of 
waiting<. till your shot -is red hot and 
tb:en hitting the powder magazine 
with iit." 
SHAW-"There's nothing in that I 
just keep my mouth shut until I have 
something of public importance to 
say. You see, I haven't to write for 
my living nowadays. And I shouldn't 
have dreamt of asking the 'New 
York Times' for three columns of its 
leader ptage if my business had been 
merely personal business and not 
United States business." 
MACAULEY- "But they say you 
have muddled it all up, and didn't 
know what you lwere writing about." 
And so on, for several thousands of 
words which were cabled from L<ln-
don to the "New York Times". I al-
so interviewed Shaw pr,eviously last 
year on the occasion of his eightieth 
birthday and f<lund him as spry and 
hearty ras ever. There were many 
other bright spots and highlights dur-
ing my fifteen years of journalism, 
but I must not transgress too long on 
your space. I hope I haven't already 
-at any rate use what you like of 
this and I hope it suits your purpose. 
Whh all good wishes to you and 
Trinity. 
Sincerely yours, 
THURST.ON MACAULEY, '22. 
6 Bels.ize Sq., London, 
February 24, 1937. 
To the Editor of The Tripod: 
I cannot ima,gine that anything I 
could say about myself could be of 
the slightest interest to any member 
of my class at Trinity College, but 
lest it may actually be assumed that 
I have died, the following record may 
be worth mentioning. 
In the summer of 1920 I came to 
England for the purpose of reading 
economics at the London School of 
Economics, University of London. It 
may be remembered by some that the· 
Hartford Courant just before I left 
for England, published an article on 
how the Vestry of Holy Trinity, Mid-
dletown, Conn., after submitting me 
to a gruelling cross examination fo'l.' 
over three hours, refused by a unan-
imous vote to recommend me to 
Bishop Brewster for ordination, be-
cause they suspected, (and they were 
right), that I was both a Christian 
Socialist and a Christian Pacifist. 
The first year l was in England I 
had a glorious time reading economics 
and acting as part-time curate in a 
working class parish. The second year 
I undertook to develop an interesting 
bit of adult religion .w,hich had made 
a bad start and ·needed reviving. I 
succeeded in getting the work noticed 
and made some progress. 
There followed an interlude of three 
years when I came back to America 
to help at Berkeley. But I was wanted 
for this work of adult religious edu-
cation here, so I returned as General 
Secretary. The name of the organiza-
tion, which is now the only recognized 
work for adult religious education in 
the Church, is the Church Tutorial 
::!lasses Association. This work pro-
vided me with a wonderful experience, 
for I had to travel over the whole of 
England, and I have preached in many 
of the Cathedrals and parish Churches. 
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COMMENCEMENT 
PROGRAM 
Friday, June 18: 
Annual Meeting of the Board of 
Fellows. 
Stated Meeting of the Corpora-
tion (evening). 
Saturday, June 19: 
CLASS DAY. 
Stated Meeting of the Corpora-
tion, and Annual Meeting of 
the Association of the Alumni. 
Examinations for admission be-
gin at 9 a. m . (College En-
trance Examination Board.) 
Sunday, June 20: 
Baccalaureate Sermon. 
Monday, June 21: 
One Hundred Tenth Commence-
ment. 
CLASS REUNIONS 
Reunions this June will be run 
in accordance with the usual five-
year plan. The permanent Class 
Secretaries listed below are re-
sponsible for all arrangements for 
their classes. The Alumni Secretary 
will be glad to cooperate fully in 
order to make arrangements at 
the College for dinners, et cetera. 
Class. lists (names and addresses) 
may also be acquired by writing 
toT. S. Wadlow, Alumni Secretary. 
Class Secretary 
1877-William G. Mather. 
1882-James R. Strong. 
1887-The Rev. Wm. A. Beardsley. 
1892-J ohn Paine. 
1897-George E. Cogswell. 
1902-The Rev. James Henderson. 
1907-Rev. Raymond Cunningham. 
1912-Thomas F. Flanagan. 
1917-Allen Northey Jones. 
1922-Joel M. Bea1'd. 
1927-Richard A. McCurdy. 
1932-Harris K. Prior. 
In 1930 the Bishop of Chichester 
offered me the living of Holy Trinity 
Brighton, a church made famous by 
F. W. Robertson, who was probably 
England's greatest preacher. I fol 
lowed R. J. Campbell, a very well 
known preacher, who was formerly a 
Congregationalist. At Holy Trinity 
I developed an interesting experiment 
in adult religious education called the 
Brighton School of Religious Study 
which had seven to ten tutorial classes 
on religious subjects, and an adult 
membership of over 200. It has been 
going now for six years and is still 
prospering. I have started a similar 
project here in Bedford, called the 
Bedford School of Religious Study 
w.ith siXJ tutorial classes and a mem-
bership of over 50 just ordinary folk 
men and women of the town. 
After four years in Brighton I fell 
ill and had to give up my work. It 
took me a year to recover and then 
I was appointed to this living. Bed-
ford is an interesting town, the home 
of John Bunyan, and noted chiefly 
for its splendid schools. My parish 
is almost artisan, and they are a fine 
crew. The church itself dates back 
to 1087. 
I married a charming Swedish lady 
and have two children of my own 
and one that has been adopted-one 
girl and two boys. 
Any members of 1914, or indeed 
Trinity man who finds his way to 
England, would receive a welcome to 
the Rectory. 
I feel dreadfully out of touch with 
Trinity, but that is due to my own 
fau lt. Every letter I get from the 
College is a begging letter, and since 
I have no money, it's not much use 
replying, so I have, I am afraid, 




P. S.-I hope you will believe me 
when I say that I will not in the least 
mind if you do not put any of this 
very uninteresting record of a still 
m01·e apparently uninteresting career 
in the Tripod. Good luck to Trinity. 
St. Mary's Rectory, 
Bedford, England, 
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OF THE BETTER CLASS 
AT CONSIDERATE COSTS 
94 ALLYN STREET 
Pablleation Work a Specialty 
Priatera of "'lne Trinity Tripod" 
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THE CURTAIN 
(Continued from page 2.) 
nerve-wracking incidents which are 
ruining the peace of mind of all solid 
Londoners; sand is tossed into power 
house generators, theatres go dark, 
street lights become tired and go to 
sleep, bombs explode in busses caus-
ing deep sadness to the descendants 
of all concerned, and all sorts of other 
sinister situations arise. Scotland 
Yard, which always gets its man, 
walks into the picture, and is finally 
able to get a clue which leads them 
to a side street cinema ~the kind that 
is now playing "The Birth of a 
Nation"), where a middle-aged for-
eigner holds forth wd.th his wife and 
little brother-in-law. The law finally 
clamps down on this heel, but not 
until he has caused the aforemen-
tioned little brother-in-law all sorts 
of anguish, to put it mildly, and not 
until his wife turns from a domestic 
home-lover into a little wildcat 
desirous of vengeance. 
Miss Sidney has for once done a 
worth-while piece of work as the 
wife of the rat. Oscar Homolka, as the 
nt, does an equally fine job; it is 
he, you will remember, ·who knocked 
'em cold as Kruger in "Rhodes." All 
in all it is one of the finest produc-
tions to come out of England in many, 
months. Deserves high ranking od 
your "must" list. 
INTRAMURAL SWIM 
(Continued from page 1.) 
up at Wesleyan after its win, Joe 
Clarke being the unfortunate in the 
latter case. 
A great round of applause went up 
for Andy Loscalzo who gamely 
finished late behind the pack in the 
gruelling 200-yard free style in the 
trials on Tuesday. Another burst of 
approval came for Johnny Scranton 
who despite his handicaps. on the 
turns finished fourth out of a field 
of five in the 200-yard trials on Tues-
day. 
Dan, Joe, and Ray had their hands 
full judging the dives W ed•nesday-
the points ranged anywhere from 
seven down to a few gigantic Ollles. 
Rare form was shown in some of the 
dives, exceptionally rare. John Wil-
cox never went below a five to clinch 
the event on the three required and 
three optional dives. Steve Bartlett 
first time in the history of the Strand 
Theatre has a picture so Tecently 
released, been brought back. The 
management of the Strand deserves 
a vote of thanks for giving all our 
non-believers an opportunity to repent. 
Errol Flynn, Walter Abel, Margaret 
Lindsay, and Sylvia, who is the finest 
canine actress in · the Warner Broth-
ers studio, furnish grand examples 
WHEN'S YOUR ~IRTHDAY -2.0- of acting. Anita Louise steals beauty 
garnered two nice sevens to boost his 
score. 
The summary: 
50-yard Free Style-Won by Lath-
rop (Neut. C); second, Weissheimer 
(C.C.); third, Lloyd (A.T.K.); fourth, 
Hoyt (Psi U.); fifth, Fanning (Neut. 
C); sixth, Flanders (Psi U.). Win-
ning time, 27.6. 
200-yard Free Style-Won by Sher-
man (Psi U.); second, Fanning (Neut. 
C); third, Mirler (St. Anthony); 
fourth, Gilbert (Sigma Nu). Winning 
time, 2:33.9. 
100-yard Free Style-Won by Lath-
rop (Neut. C); second, Heusser 
(Sigma Nu); third, Weissheimer 
(C. C.); fourth, Neill, (Psi U.); fifth, 
Mixter (St. Anthony); sixth, Mc-
Laughlin (A.T.K.). Winning time, 
60:7. 
100-yard Backstroke - Won by 
Sherman · (Psi U.); second, Heusser 
(Sigma Nu); third, Lloyd (A.T.K.); 
fourth, Choitkowski (Neut. C); fifth, 
Reinheimer (Psi U.); sixth, Bassford 
(A.X.P.). Winning time, 1:16.2. 
100-yard Breaststroke ___, Won by 
Williams (St. · Anthony); second, 
White (A.X.P.); third, Bartlett (Psi 
U.); fourth, Cushman (Alpha Delta 
Phi); fifth, Laus (C.C.). Winning 
time and new record, 1 :20. 
Diving-Won by Wilcox (A.X.P.) ;· 
second, Porter (A.X.P.); third, Bart-
lett (Psi U.); fourth, Truex (Sigma 
Nu); fifth, Reinheimer (Psi U.). 
200-yard Relay-Won by Neutral C 
(Fanning, Olsen, Oa>rey, Lathrop); 
second, Psi U. (first team); third, 
Sigma Nu; fourth, St. Anthony; fifth, 
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222 Pearl Street, Hartford 
HAPPIER 
Without a Car! 
At Poli!s. honors in the production. --------------- • 
He's found it about as -
cheap to go in a 
YELLOW .. free from 
traffic strain . . . and 
parking cares. 
June 17; when's your's? Joe E.· 
Brown ranl\s slightly above Gen~ 
Raymond as an actor, and slightly! 
below Dick Powell. ' 
"When You're In Love" with Grace~ 
Moore doing a fine piece of acting, Th 
capably aided by dashing Cary GTant,, e 
enters its second week at Loew's. 
Bryant & 
THE MAN WHO COULD WORK 
MIRACLES-2.5-At the Palace.-
Miss Moore sings some Jerome Kern-· 
Dorothy Field numbers very entranc-
ingly, and then dashes into Cab's 
"Minnie the Moocher." We are begin-, 
ning to worry; "When You're In 
Love" may be held over for more than 
three weeks, w,hich would make uS: 




YELLOW CAB Company • 
:::::::::==:==:==:==:::::::=: Roland Young is a grand comedian, 
and he has been fuTnished with some 
grand comedy situations in this opus, 
but when H. G. Wells begins to spout 
his ideas concerning economics and 
politics, any self-respecting elephant 
would toddle out of the theatre. If 
aforementioned Mr. Wellls had neg-
lected to put forth his theories, every-
one would be much happier and "The 
Man Who : Could Work Miracles'~ 
would be grand entertainment. we 
do not like propaganda mixed with 
laughs, but you may, so don't let us 
stop you from Palace-popping this 
w;eek. 
Held Over: 
It is quite obvious that we are not; 
as we had feared, the only person 
who thought "Green Light" was, and 
is, superlative entertainment. For the 
• THE NEW 
DENTISTRY 
A Phase of Preventive Medicine 
College Men find in it unusual 
opportunities for a career 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 
DENTAL SCHOOL 
A competent course of preparation for 
the dent.! profession. A "Class A" 
School. Write for cateiO&'Ue. 
LEROY M.S. MINOR, D. M.D., M. D., Dean 
Dept. 1188, longwood Ave., Boston, Mau. 
HONISS 
OYSTER HOUSE 
The Excellence of Our Seafood 
is a Tradition in Hartford 
22 State Street, Hartford, Conn. 
DuKE UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
DURHAM, N.C. 
PIANOS ••• 
Steinway, Knabe, Steck, Weber; 
and Wheelock. 
RADIOS •.• 




You can get them at 
WATKINS BROS. 
241 ASYLUM ST., HARTFORD 
The College Store 
MA·X SCHER 
Proprietor 
44 Vernon Street, Hartford 
G.FOX&CO. 
Estab. 1847 Hartford 
Turn to Fox's Morning Watch 
Broadcast every week - day 
morning between 7 and 8 
o'clock and listen to the in-
imitable Ben Hawthorne and 
his equally inimitable 
Bessie Bossie. 
SPECIAL for Winter Sports 
Leather Soled Ski Boots with 
Sole Protectors, •.•..••..•.•• $5 .45 
Wool Ski Pants, ....•.......... $5 . 45 
Ski Parkas, .................. $4.95 
A good grade Hickory Ski, ..... $6. 95 
Norwegian Ridge Top Ash Skis, $9.95 
Waxes, Bindings, Packs, Socks, 
Mitts, Accessories. 
An exceptionally fine Tubular 
Hockey Skate Outfit with a 
heavy box toe Sboe, •••...... $6.50 
Four terms of eleven weeka are JP,ven each 
year. These may be taken eoDSecutive})o 
(graduation in three yean) or three terma 
may be taken each year (graduation In foar 
years). The entrance requirementa are Intel· 
ligence, character and at leaat two yean of 
college work, including the subjecta opeclfiecl 
for Grade A Medical Schools. •o-· -·· be CLAPP & TREAT, Inc. 
CatalO&'Ues and application • ·- _ 






And Accessories of Every Type 
at Prices to Fit Any Purse. 
McCOY'S Inc~ Campus 
89 ASYLUM STREET 
Go£§ I "'{out vacation nd \\ • l,uss ot worrY' a •thoUt an"{ "de 
• • • ..,ay tast, "YI1 'r. by nation·"Yil 
ge gets a nd bac . nl-bagga • i1 hotne a d con..-el\le 
ushlP urean ·'r,P when yo Svnlt sale, S tt\pt plC .u 
r.spress. ' bet' pto d 
RailWaY . 1 cost. 1\ett\ett\ . 11 cities an 
nott\lca }\ rge tn a ,..,, 
at lo"YI eco ._ ut e>'lla c a • to specu 1 
..,u,.o 'be sure ' 
d deu..-et'l' e...-ice ' ottice o• 
an -wn•· ~ot s he nearest 
.;ncipal to U) phone t 
p tilt\" to ca ' 
the esact 
Depot Office: u ·nion Station, Hartford, Conn.; 
510 Church St.; Tel. 2-2117. --Tel. 2-2118. 
NATION-WIDE RAIL-AIR SERVICE ...................................................... 
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Blue and Gold Basketeers 
Earn Championship Rating 
T earn is Victorious in Nine 
Out of Thirteen Battles 
with Major Opponents 
FOUR MEN GRADUATING 
Season Featured by After Exam 
Win Streak-Included Wins 
Over State and Wesleyan 
After last year's mediocre season, 
Trinity's basketball team once again 
earned for itself a top rating among 
the New England small . college court 
aggregations by romping through a 
thirteen-game schedule with only four 
setbacks. Only Wesleyan, co-holder 
of the Little Three crown, was able 
to sink the Blue and Gold by more 
than five points, and Coach Oosting's 
athletes gained ample revenge by up-
setting the Middletowners' nine-game 
winning streak in the return engage-
ment. This winter's performance 
. marks the third time in four years 
that a Trinity court team has closed 
its books with a record of nine or 
more games won as against four or 
·less defeats. 
CO-CAPTAIN TRUEX 
COACH OOSTING PREDICTS Swimmers Score Seven Wins 
SUCCESSFUL SEASON FOR • N. M Th. S 
BLUE AND GOLD RUNNERS In IDe eets IS eason 
Most of Last Year's Lettermen 
Turn Out This Spring-Two 
Record Holders Return 
MANY LIKELY FRESHMEN 
Truex and Haight Will Give Rivals 
Plenty to Worry About-Hawkins 
May Drop Track for Diamond 
Never over-optimistic in his predic-
tions for the teams which he guides, 
Coach Oosting forecasts a successful 
season for his trackmen this spring. 
He regards the team as being as 
strong as if not stronger than last 
year's, retaining as it does, mo~>t of 
last year's lettermen, including two 
holders of college Tecords, and adding 
several new men. 
Wesleyan Beaten for First 
to Give Best Season 
in Trinity History 
STATE CHAMPS 
Prospects Bright for Next Year 
with Only Two of Twelve 
Lettermen Graduating 
The past season of the Trinity 
swimming team may be called unre-
servedly the best year that the team 
has had since Trinity first inaugu-
rated swimming a few years ago. 
Not only through individual and team 
performance, but also through the 
spirit they showed throughout the 
season, the members of the team de-
serve a great deal of credit. As to 
perfm:mance, the team swept seven 
out of nine meets, losing and losing 
The Trinity trackmen are hampered closely only to Massachusetts State 
and Williams, piling up a total of 439 by lack of facilities for indoor practice 
during the winter and so get off to points against 245 for their oppon-
a later start than four out of five ents. The spirit that characterized 
of their opponents who are-,; fortunate the team was an intangible thing and 
enough to have field houses. Massa- CO-CAPTAIN HAIGHT yet it made itself felt to every spec-
tator who ever saw the squad in 
The Blue and Gold was grossly 
underrated from the very start of the l 
season, and it was not until after the 
triumph over Wesleyan that Trinity's 
HERE AND TIIERE 
chusetts State, Connecticut State, 
l 
Tufts, and wesleyan have engaged action. Win or lose, they kept to 
in dual meets during ~the winter; but 'l SPORTS SIDELIGHTS ~ that same fine spirit. 
l' One innovation this year was the despite this handicap the Blue and 
Gold men are looking forward opti- '----------------.JJ first postal swimming meet ever to 
be held between two colleges. On supporters began to realize how good ·--------------~ 
their team was. Despite the fact the 
locals had an all-veteran combination 
back, it seemed that all of Trinity's 
strongest opponents had virtually all 
their squads back intact. Prospects 
appeared even darker when it was 
learned that B'ob O'Malley, star for-
ward of last year's five, had decided 
to give up basketball in order to spend 
more time on his studies. Shortly 
before this, Bill O'Bryon, who had 
won his letter in the sport the pre-
vious season, was forced out of action 
for the entire campaign because of 
a leg injury he had sustained in soc-
cer. Coach Ray Oosting declared 
that he felt the team would be able 
to give all comers a stiff fight, but he 
refused to make any predictions and 
• did not seem to be over optimistic. 
Haverford Crushed 
In the curtain-raiser, Trinity 
crushed a weak Haverford five by a 
count of 44 to 23 at the Hopkins 
Street gymnasium. The Philadel-
phians could not get going against 
the Hilltoppers' whirlwind attack and 
were simply outclassed from start to 
finish. Kobrosky and Ferrucci to-
gether scored more points than the 
entire Haverford team. 
Holding a seven-point lead over 
Vermont late in the fourth quarter, 
the Hartfordians seemed to have the 
verdict well in hand until Nelson went 
out on "personals". The Green 
Mountain boys then went on a scor-
ing rampage to push out a 39 to 36 
win. Brown University, added insult 
to injury by taking the locals over 
the hurdles in an overtime battle, 46 
:to 41. The general feeling among 
the players was that with a little luck, 
Trinity might well have won both of 
these games. When two teams are 
about equal in ability, the "breaks" 
generally decide and they settled these 
two battles. 
What unlucky student remarked, 
"I didn't think he had it in him," just 
as his professor, father of a two-hour-
old child, walked by? ? 
* * 
The Glee Club arrived. in Hartford 
from the New York trip with its 
tongue hanging out. According to 
promises it should have stopped on 
the way back for a Scotch-and, but 
the bus was going so fast it couldn't 
stop for anything, let alone a tavern. 
• • 
Professor of Theology, advocating 
compulsory chapel: "It's compulsory 
religion, or no religion at all." 
• • 
Dr. Jowett, once Master of Balliol 
College, Oxford, replies: "Unfortu-
nately, my mind is not of sufficient 
subtlety to distinguish between the 
two." 
* * 
Kappa Beta Phi works fast. Two 
of the Tripod's editors were pledged 
and photographed for the Ivy, all 
within two minutes. 
* * 
After a visit to the Wesleyan Union, 
we begin to wonder if some day, after 
Trinity gets a new gym, new dorms, 
and new library, her students can get 
a decent place to relax. 
• • 
The Medusa to the contrary not-
withstanding, radios are occasionally 
heard when the denizens of Jarvis 
want to study. 
* * 
Phlegmatic, crunch, flatulent, caca-
phony, treachery, sap, jazz, plutocrat, 
gripe, and- plump are the ten most 
unpleasant words in the English 
language says the National Associa-
tion of Teachers of Speech. 
How about overcut, or flunk? 
• • 
Winning Spree Begins Prexy had a little Packard, 
The Blue and Gold sharpshooters Michael gave him special plates. 
started off the New Year on the right Now his speed he ne'er abates. 
foot by downing a favored Union Into a pole he's sure to smack hard, 
quintet in a slam-bang affair. Trin- If bette!' care he never takes. 
ity jumped off to a quick start and Ask the man who owns one. What 
held a nine-point edge when the first rhythm! What beauty! What stuff!. 
half ended. The New Yorkers came • • 
.back strong in the second period and Two Trinity boys were stopped by 
hacked away at the locals rapidly G-men while going through the Hoi-
diminishing margin until the score land Tunnel last summer. After be-
stood tied at 27 all. With Ferrucci in~ driven to a wall under the cover 
and O'Malley out of the game on of machine guns, they learned that 
personal fouls, Morris and Mountford they looked like a couple of bank 
rose to the occasion, and each rang robbers described as "two men in a 
up free tosses to give Trinity a scant touring car with out-of-state plates." 
two-point lead which she managed • • 
to hold until the final gun. One evening Dan Jessee nearly feU 
' A' smoothly functioning Wesleyan over as he walked past Seabury. The 
'quintet added Trinity's scalp to its list sound of women's shrieks coming out 
of victims by gaining an easy 36 to of the Public Speaking Room had 
23 triumph. It was the undefeated reached his shocked ears. Take it 
Wesmen's sixth straight. An uner- easy! It was no scandalous affair, 
(Continued on page 8.) but only a Jesters' rehearsal. 
mistically to the coming season. Ast- At the risk of a black eye or two, 
man alone has had some indoor work, February 20, the team met Connecti-
to mention the least of the evils which cut State in the Trowbridge Memorial, 
gained by practicing occasionally at might con:fro:n.t us, we, the thtree k Ob r 
Choate. On March 6, he entered a contributors to Sports Sidelights, have at the same time ta ing on er ~n 
meet at Providence where he sue- College of Ohio, who was engaged lD 
the audacity to make a few choices a simultaneous meet against Alle-
ceeded in vaulting 12 feet. Coach on our own account. h 
Oosting commended this, saying that ghany in Pennsylvania. After t e 
it was unusually good for a man * * home meets times were mailed by 
who had had such intermittent prac- The first is an all-opponents' bas- :.,a
0
c:, 5~-1~~s found that Trinity had tice to clear the bar so high in his ketball team (with apologies to mem-
firs1t meet of the season. bers of our own quintet and with the 
Returning Lettermen 
Steve Truex, college recprd-holder in 
putting the shot an<L in the 100-yard 
dash, and Will Haight, dependable 
hurdler, are leading the team as co-
captains. Steve is a heavy-scoring 
man, threatening opponents in five 
events: the 100 and 220-yard running 
events and the shot-put, discus, and 
javelin field events. Will is loosening 
his long legs to cover the low and 
high hurdles in record time, while 
Clem Motten expects to be right with 
him in these two events and to enter 
the pole vault also. Schmidt, accom-
panied by Ray Perry, is training hard 
for the quarter and half-mile events 
with PhH Hawkins, tenacious Trinity 
holdout, perhaps running the mile 
and two-mile. Phil is at present 
regarding the diamond with envy at 
its ninety feet between bases, but may 
return to take his place among the 
harriers. Another letter-man miler 
is Bill Bowers who turned is some 
nice performances last year. Joe 
Astman, holding the college record 
for the pole vault is of course out for 
that event, and promises well to break 
his former record. Jack Warner is 
back in the jumping, entering both 
broad and- high jumps, and right in 
there with him are Pacelia and Hodg-
don, the latter also limbering up his 
arm for the javelin throw. Herb 
Vinick, who captains next year's 
football team, is contributing his 
share by putting the shot. Dash-man 
is Jack Brennan who will appear in 
several events. Last letterman is 
Hull who has his hopes pinned on the 
broad jump. 
Freshmen Encouraging 
Coach Oosting is encouraged by the 
appearance of many promising fresh-
men among whom are Pankratz, Mc-
Laughlin, and Smith, who proved 
their value last fall while members 
of the cross-country team. 
The schedule calls for the oome 
opponents as last year with a rever-
sal of the place of meeting. This 
year the Eastern Intercollegiates 
break a ten-year custom of holdi·ng 
their meet at W orcesiter by shifting 
to Burlington, Vermont, where there 
should be some keen rivalry around 
May 15. Trinity, as has been custom-
ary in the past, will again be repre-
sented in this. 
hope that they agree with us). The 
team lines up as follows: 
F. Podbielski, Union. 
F. Nechtem, Boston University. 
C. Duncan, Vermont. 
· G. Havens, Wesleyan. 
G. Raslav~>ky, Worcester Tech. 
• • 
The second is the mystic all-state 
team. We wish to make it understood 
now that this team is entirely our 
own, that it was not stolen from a 
local newspaper; in fact, that it was 
chosen exactly one week before the 
team mentioned above appeared in 
a local newspaper. It is: 
F. Sonstroem, Wesleyan. 
F. Ferrucci, Trinity. 
C. Pringle, Connecticut State. 
G. Havens, Wesleyan. 
G. Kenney, Trinity. 
• • 
Now to a choice which strikes even 
nearer home, one which will probably 
raise more eyebrows than the others. 
We venture to select for the first 
time in several years an all-intra-
mural team. Here 'tis; do with it 
what ye may: 
F. Hull, A.T.K. 
F. Driggs, Sigma Nu. 
C. Anthony, A.T.K. 
G. Patton, Psi U. 
G. Storms, Neutral C. 
• • 
Joe Astman, after one practice 
session in whi·ch he pulled a ligament 
in his leg, took a fourth in the pole 
vault down at the National A. A. U. 
Junior Championships in Providence 
a week ago last Saturday. 
* * 
The intramural swimming meet 
provided the usual amount of thrills, 
spills, and trills for the audience as-
sembled. But perhaps the most inter-
esting bit occurred behind the scenes. 
Monty Williams, who took the breast-
stroke, was a cinch to take the 220, 
but failed to show up in time for 
that event. It seems that he fell off 
a trunk in his room about 3.30 that 
afternoon and knocked himself cold 
for an hour. 
• • 
We hear that Ray Oosting has said 
that Fran Ferrucci is the second best 
basketball player that he has ever 
had the opportunity to coach. The 
number one man is Johnny Martens. 
Three Close Meets 
The three closest and likewise most 
exciting meets of the season were 
those against Massachusetts State, 
Williams, and Wesleyan. The first! 
two were lost by the scant margin of 
33-44 and 32-45, respectively, while 
the latter was won by the equally 
close score of 43-34. This last wiD 
was the first that the Blue and Gold 
had ever gained over the Cardinals 
and formed a fitting climax for aD 
outstanding season, and also gave to 
Trinity the State Swimming Cham· 
pionship for smaller colleges, since 
the Hilltoppers had already taken 
Connecticut State and Coast Guard 
Academy. 
Massachusetts State was gifted 
with three unusual performers in 
Rounds, Hodder, and Cutter, and it 
was mainly due to these three that 
Trinity experienced its first defeat 
of the season; Trinity took most of 
the seconds and thirds. The other 
meet which the team dropped, that to 
Williams, was especially thrilling 
since Trinity held the lead for most 
of the way and did better than any· 
one had hoped or predicted. Most 
races could not have been decided un-
til the touch-out. Neal of Williams 
provided outstanding performances iD 
the 220 and 440. 
Trinity Reaches Goal 
The Wesleyan meet was the culmi-
nation and the high-water mark of 
the whole season; in it each and every 
Trinity swimmer reached heights he 
had never reached before. It was 
a victory that was deserved in eveey 
way; the Wesmen were simply un-
able to touch Trinity that afternoon. 
With ten of his twelve lettermen 
returning, Coach Joe Clarke can look-
forward to a very interesting seasoD 
ahead. Wesleyan and Massachusetla 
State again will loom up as powerful 
rivals; Colgate will arrive on thelia 
as a powerful newcomer. Everyone 
connected with the team in any Wl1 
is looking forward eagerly to a series 
of hard-fought battles. 
In reviewing the individual per-
formances, the essential team-qualitJ 
seems present in all. With two sud 
inspiring leaders as Joe Clarke 81111 
Bruce Onderdonk, the team attained 
a unity which might seem strange tt 
anyone unfamiliar with team-swiJI. 
ming. Each man was working 
(Continued on page 8.) 
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BLUE AND GOLD NETMEN 
MAY SURPRISE FOES 
Capt. O'Bryon Recovering from 
Knee Injury-Several New 
Men Show Promise 
HEWI1Tf · SPEAKS 
(Continued from page 1.) 
boy never wears a loud, gaudy shirt, 
but rather saves this for his occasion-
al jaunts into town where he likes 
to appear conspicuous. It is also in-
teresting to note that a cowboy never 
rolls up his sleeves; instead he always 
wears them down so that he may get 
Coach Altmaier, with several letter - the full use from them. For pants 
men back on the tennis team, prophe· a cowboy wears blue denim overalls 
sies a successful season in which much like those worn by farmers in 
he expects his team to win at least the East with the exception of the 
half of its matches. Two years ago suspender affair in tbe front. 
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BASEBALL SCHEDULE 
Co-Captains-R. S. Patton, Jr., '37, 
and R. R. Parker, '37. 
Manager-L. M. Armstrong, J r ., '38. 
Coach-Daniel E. J essee. 
Date Opponent Time 
Apr. 17-*Coast Guard, .... . . 3.00 
Apr. 21-Yale, . .... . .. . . . .. .4.15 
Apr. 23-Vermont, .. .. .. .... 4.15 
Apr. 24-Massachusetts St ate, 2.30 
Apr. 27-*Clark, .. . .. ... .. .. 3.30 
Apr. 30-Colby, . . .... .. .... 4.15 
May 5--Wesleyan, ... ... .. . . 4.15 
May 7-Connecticut State, . .. 4.00 
May 12-* Amherst, ... . . .... . 3.00 
May 15-Worcester Tech, .. _ .. 3.00 
May 19-*Wesleyan, .. .... . . 3.30 
May 25--Connecticut State, . .. 4.15 
May 29-*Williams, .. .. . . . .. 3.00 
*Games away. 
TRACK SCHEDULE 
the racqueteers under his direction 
attained unusual success. by winning 
seven out of its nine matches. Last 
year against harder competition the 
team broke even, defeating Worcester 
Tech, Clark, Vermont, and Connecti-
cut State, dropping two close matches 
to Wesleyan and hard-fought matches 
with Bowdoin and Williams. The 
These Boys Must Take Life Seriously- They're Part of the "Death 
Takes a Holiday" Cast schedule this year remains about the 
A cowboy's most important piece 
of dress is his boots. The high heel 
is most essential for a cowboy to ad-
just his stirrup so that he can ride 
for hours without discomfort. They 
are pointed so that he can dig them 
into the ground t o prevent an animal 
from dragging him around the corral 
when he dismounts. The fancy top-
trimmings on the boots are as Bob 
Hewitt cleverly termed it "the out-
ward show of a cowboy's inward van-
ity.'' The spur on the heel, which is 
dull and will not cut, merely tickles 
the horse until he realizes that he 
must start into action. 
Co-Captains-W. Haight, '37, and 
S. M. Truex, '38. 
same, but with the place of meeting 
Campus Major-domo Schuler Celebrates 
35th Year at Trin-Recalls Rowdy Days 
reversed, and Middlebury appearing 
as a new opponent. One of the high 
points of the season is always the 
New England Intercollegiates., and 
the Blue and Gold team hopes to be 
Though few Trinity students r eal-
ize it, Louis Schuler, the man who 
hands out their love letters and 
checks f rom home, and receives their 
complaint s about broken windows, has 
been working for the College longer 
than any of the gray-haired profes-
sors who spread Trinity learning 
abroad. For thil'ty-five years he has 
served the students, listened to their 
troubles, and picked up after t heir 
riots. 
In 1870, when he was born near 
Berlin in Germany, no one realized 
that he would rise to a position where 
five hundred students and hundreds 
of alumni would respect and love him. 
Louis remembers little of his life in 
Germany or his trip to this country. 
In fact, it would be remarkable if he 
could, for he was only two years old 
when his parents took him from the 
Fatherland to Millville, Long Island. 
He has had little formal education, 
nothing but grammar school in Mill-
ville, and night high school in Hart-
ford. But getting along with three 
College presidents, scores of profes-
sors, and thousands of students has 
given him an education he could never 
have received in school. 
Gets to Hartford 
Twenty years after landing in 
America Louis moved to Hartford. 
Here he tried several jobs before 
joining the College. For a time he 
was a trolley car conductor. At an-
other time he was an attendant at 
the Retreat. This job was undoubt-
edly good preparation for his present 
position, for in many respects (ask 
Professor Dadourian) Trinity stu-
dents resemble guests of the Retreat. 
In 1898 he joined the army to fight 
the Spanish for his country. Ther e 
are rumors floating about that Louis 
fought with T. R.'s Rough Riders, and 
your reporter had visions of asking 
him how he felt when he charged up 
San Juan Hill, and whether he 
avoided yellow fever-bearing mosqui-
toes successfully. But Louis had to 
deny the rumor. After he enlisted, 
he spent two months training in 
Portland, Maine. The nearest he got 
to Cuba was Virginia, where his com-
pany was encamped when peace came. 
On his return from the army, Louis 
got a job as a grocery clerk. But he 
kept this job only a few years until 
May, 1902, when he joined Trinity 
College. At that time the President, 
the Rev. George Williamson Smith, 
r uled only about one hundred and 
twenty students. The janitors had 
only Jarvis, Northam, Seabury, the 
Gym, Boardman, and Jarvis Lab to 
take care of. 
In Jarvis Hall 
His first assignment was to Jarvis 
Lab. It was here, in 1907, that he 
bad a bad accident. While working 
on some wires, his leg slipped and 
brushed across a switch. Twelve 
hundred volts hit him and gave him 
a terrible burn. As a result he spent 
nine weeks in the hospital. 
Several of his years at Trinity stand well represented in this three-day 
out because of the fires which oc- tournament. 
cm·red in them. There was one win-
ter when eight or ten broke out. In 
one of them the roof of the gym went 
up in smoke. It was suspected, but 
couldn't be proved, that one of the 
students was a fire bug. Suspicions 
were increased when the suspected 
student was suspended and went home. 
Immediately his father's barn caught 
fire while Trinity remained unburned. 
In 1910 the roof over the library, 
which was then where the Public 
Speaking room is now, caught fire . 
The student body enjoyed itself 
carrying out the books and getting in 
the firemen's way. 
Saint Patrick's Day 
Life recently has been peaceful 
compared to the days when the Soph-
omores and Freshmen had annual 
riots. In one of these, the Saint 
Patrick Day's rush, the Sophomores 
gathered around a tree on the campus, 
trying to keep Freshmen from getting 
their flag up the tree. Louis remem-
bers one year when the Freshmen 
used a bit of unorthodox strategy. 
They hired a truck and charged 
through the Sophomores to the tree. 
It was then easy to jump into the 
tree from the truck and keep the f lag 
intact from the enraged Sophomores. 
The story of the year when one class 
hung its flag from the Memorial Arch 
in Bushnell Park has come down to 
the present generation of students. 
But few of them know how the f lag 
was ever placed there. According to 
Louis, one night a student went to 
the caretaker, saying that he had left 
his coat in the Arch. The kind care-
taker lent him the key so he coul<l 
recover his coat. Having obtained 
the key, it was a simple matter to get 
inside the Arch and ·hang t he flag 
where the rival class could see it, but 
could not possibly touch it. 
Mention of ancient tricks and riots 
invited a comparison between students 
of today and their predecessors. 
Louis believes that present-day stu-
dents are a little better. "They 
don't cut up so much, and there are 
fewer windows broken.'' 
Becomes Superintendent 
Since 1919 Louis, as Superintend-
ent, has held what some people would 
call the most important position on 
the campus. He is the man who re-
ceives all the complaints. If win-
dows are broken, or plumbing leaks, 
or tests are too frequent, Louis hears 
about it from the students; if students 
are lazy, or the adminstration doesn't 
know where to spend its money, or 
the weather doesn't come up to par, 
Louis hears about it from the faculty. 
The official Trinity day begins when 
Louis raises the flag. Everything 
important has ended when he places 
Lettermen back are O'Bryon, who 
captains the team, Parsons, Rohow-
sky, and Harris, while Barrows and 
Patterson who last year alternated 
for sixth position with Soule are once 
more out and apparently headed for 
permanent berths· on the squad. There 
are several prospective freshmen, 
some of whom promise much. Also 
included among new men on the squad 
is Crocker, who was unable to play 
on the regular team last · year. 
The appearance on the campus dur-
ing the past week of Captain O'Bryon 
hobbling about on crutches aroused 
fears that he might not be able to 
play t his spring. Investigation re-
vealed that he undeJmTent an operation 
to his knee, for an injury which he 
r eceived while playing soccer last fall. 
He is progressing rapidly now, how-
ever, is at present getting about with 
the aid of a cane, and is well-assured 
of being able to lead his teammates 
to victory this spring. 
Enterprising ~racqueteers have al-
ready been starting spring practice 
on the asphalt court, and hope to get 
onto the other courts by Easter. Until 
the weather permits definite organiza-
tion cannot get under way, and real 
practice is very much limited. Coach 
Altmaier, hesitant about making 
predictions before he actually sees the 
team in practice, is nevertheless 
optimistic about its prospects and 
regards· the outfit as at least as good 
if not better t han last year's. 
... 
the last letter from Vassar and the Bill O'Bryon, Trinity's Only Two 
last check from New York in its prop-· Sports Captain, h·eads the T ennis 
er pigeon hole. T eam this Spring 
The chaps, a sort of leg covering 
open at the back, are worn by cow-
boys for protection from the sun, rain, 
snow, and wind, and in addition 
numerous other things such as cactus 
and horns of charging animals. They 
are fastened in front by a string or a 
piece of leather and in back by a 
belt . The flaps form an ingenious 
sort of air conditioning. Those made 
of angorra are not as popular among 
the cowboys as they are in the mo-
vies because of their weight and 
awkwardness. 
He stated that although the aver-
age Easterner feels that no man is a 
cowboy without a gun, the ordinary 
cowboy rarely sports a gun except 
in early spring. In the early days, 
a six-shooter was necessary as pro-
tection from the Indians and outlaws; 
however, Sheriff Bob stated t hat to-
day the few surviving Indians are 
college graduates and the remaining 
outlaws have migrated to t he East. 
In the spring a gun is useful to sub-
due an animal rescued from a mud 
bed, because usually the animal, in a 
(Continued on page 9.) 
Co-Managers-T. D. Benson, '38, 
and D. A. DiCorleto, 138. 
Coach-Ray Oosting. 
Ass't Coach-Joseph C. Clarke. 
Date Opponent Time 
Apr. 24-*Tufts, . . . . ........ 2.30 
May 1-*Massachusetts State, 2.30 
May 7-Connecticut State, .... 4.00 
May 12-Wesleyan, .... . .. . .. 4.00 
May 15-*Eastern Intercollegiates 
May 22-R. P. I., ............ 2.30 
*Meets away. 
TENNIS SCHEDULE 
Captain-W. R. O'Bryon, '37. 
Manager-S. P. Kennard, J r. , '38. 
Coach-Carl L. Altmaier. 
Date Opponent Time 
Apr. 24-Vermont, . ... . .. . .. 3.00 
May 1-*Clark, .. . . . . .... . . . 3.00 
May 6-*Wesleyan, . . . . .. .... 3.00 
May 7-Middlebury, . . .. .... .4.00 
May 10-11-12-New E ngland 
Intercollegiates 
May .15--Worcester Tech, . . .. 3.00 
May 19-*Connecticut State, . .4.00 
May 26-Wesleyan, ... . ...... 4.00 
May 29-*Williams, . . .. . .... 3.00 
*Matches away. 
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BASEBALL PROSPECTS 
ENHANCED BY RECORD 
TURNOUT OF FRESHMEN 
Ralph Shelly and Pete Rihl Most 
Promising of Year lings-Many 
Try Out for Battery Posts 
SEVEN LETTERMEN BACK 
Trinity Faces Coast Guard at New 
London in Curtain-Raiser-
yale Here April 21 
Forty-five freshmen, many of whom 
have been working out regularly in 
the gymnasium for the past two 
weeks, reported for the first outdoor 
baseball practice last Friday after-
noon. Coach Dan Jessee sent his 
charges through a long batting ses-
sion in which Ralp~ Shelly and Pete 
Rihl, of ihe newcomers, showed sur-
prising strength at the plate for so 
early in the season. However, the 
return to wintry weather will force 
the diamond candidates to resume 
their preliminary driUs in the naTrow 
confi·nes of Alumni Hall for the next 
s·everal days. 
March 16, 1937 
Co-Captain Parker Rides 'Em Out . • • • 
Co-Captain Patton Fogs 'Em Through •••• 
With only one letterman missing 
from last year's team and the largest 
yearling tur·n-out in years, prospects 
for a successful season appear very 
bright. In accordance with the usual 
policy of all Trinity coaches, Dan 
Jessee refused to make any flat pre-
dictions. He stated that he merely 
"hoped for a fine season." With such 
veteran material on hand, Coach 
Jessee should have comparatively 
little difficulty in molding together a 
powerful nine that will be mighty 
hard to beat. 
VARSITY SWIMMING TEAM 
HAS TWELVE LETTERMEN 
(Continued from page 6.) 
Even better next year, Neil. 
DeForrest Manice, Freshman 
ADDITION OF MOUNTFORD 
GIVES TEAM NEEDED PEP 
(Continued from page 6.) 
ring offense and an airtight defense 
prevented the invaders from Hart-
ford from ever drawing closer than 
within seven points of the Cardinals' 
lead. This game was unquestionably 
Trinity's poorest of the whole season. 
At this point the Blue and Gold 
athletes really found themselves and 
breezed through the remainder of 
their eight games with only one set-
back. Art Mountford took over 
O'Malley's post and provided just the 
spark that the team needed. 
The locals avenged last year's de-
feat by trouncing the Clark hoopmen 
to the tune of 35 to 23. The next 
victim was Bard against whom the 
Blue and Gold ran up its largest score 
of the year, 53 to 16. In this game 
Ferrucci outscored the entire Bard 
team by counting twenty-one times. 
Coast Guard then suffered a fierce 
shellacking as Trinity ran riot and 
more than tripled the Cadets' score, 
48 to 15. 
An inspired Trinity court machine 
turned in its finest performance of 
the season to smash into pieces W es-
leyan's nine-game winning splurge 
by a 37 to 34 count. Twice the Mid-
dletowners built up commanding 
leads, once in the first period and 
again in the second half, but both 
times the home forces rallied gamely 
to wipe out these margins. Through-
out the nerve-racking forty minutes 
of play, the lead changed hands 
eleven times, and the score was knotted 
on no less than nine occasions. 
Mickey Kobrosky's five field goals 
and three free tosses gave him the 
evening's scoring laurels. 
Paced by big "Oz" Nelson, the Blue 
and Gold edged out the favored W or-
ces'ter Techmen by three points in 
another thrilling, nip-and-tuck court 
battle. Three quick set shots and a 
foul toss by "Ozzie" in less than two 
minutes gave the ultimate winners 
a one-point advantage midway 
through the last half. The Techmen 
rallied to tie the count at 33 all, but 
Ferrucci twice got loose and his two 
from the floor put the game on ice. 
The contest ended several moments 
later, 38 to 35. 
The Connecticut State floor men 
ended Trinity's winning ways by 
nosing out the locals in an overtime 
contest, 38 to 35, at Storrs. After 
trailing throughout the first period, 
the Statesmen staged a determined 
last-half rush and managed to tie the 
score just as the game ended. In the 
extra period Kosikowsky settled the 
outcome by dropping a long shot. A 
moment later Pringle sank two free 
throws to sew up the decision. 
Trinity wound up its basketball 
season in a blaze of glory by scoring 
a brilliant victory over Connecticut 
in the return game at the Hartford 
High gym. The score see-sawed back 
and forth the whole evening, and with 
only two minutes left to play, it was 
still anybody's ball game. Ferrucci 
and Mountford clinched the encounter 
for Trinity by swishing the hemp with 
a pair of set shots, making the final 
score, 40 to 33. This game marked 
the final appearance of Captain Fer-
rucci, Kobrosky, Nelson, and Mount-
ford. Of the regulars, Jim Kenney 
is the only holdover who will be back 
next year. The other lettermen are 
Ed Morris and Tony DiLorenzo, both 
of whom saw a great deal of action 
in a reserve capacity. 
The following is a resume of the 
lettermen: 
Francis Ferrucci, captain and for-
ward. Twice leader of the Blue and 
Gold court forces, "Frannie" ranks as 
one of the outstanding performers in 
the history of the sport at Trinity. 
The possessor of an eagle eye and 
perfect coordination, Ferrucci led his 
teammates in scoring in no less than 
six games. His pet shot was a 
whirling one-handed stab from the 
side against which there was simply 
no defense. As agile and speedy as 
a cat, he was able time and again to 
break through the closest sort of pro-
tective play. Senior Class. 
Mickey Kobrosky, forward. Second 
highest scorer on the squad, the 
"Kob" was one of the most improved 
players of the season. Although he 
was not •as polished a performer as 
Ferrucci, his aggressiveness and 
smashing type of play revived Trin-
ity's drooping attack at many a cru-
cial moment. He was particularly 
adept at picking up free balls, and 
once he got his hands on the ball, 
there was no getting it away from 
him. Senior Class. 
For the first time in an age, the 
battery posJtions will be well taken 
care of with Co-captain Ray Patton 
and Ed Morris available for mound 
duty and Co-captain Bob Parker on 
the receiving end. Tony DiLorenzo, 
a sophomore who ;was absent from 
College last year, is the most promis-
ing hurler of the present crop. In 
his freshman year he saw a good deal 
of action as a relief pitcher and aloo 
started several games. Other slab-
men who have shown up well are Bill 
Bleeker, Stan Alexander, and Bill 
Kelly, who can also play the outfield. 
Jessee's two biggest problems will 
be digging up a garden mate for 
Kobrosky and Ferrucci and another 
infielder. Last year John Alexander, 
Paul Harris, and John Barnewall all 
saw service in the right field sector. 
While all showed occasional flashes of 
form, none of the three appeared 
quite ready to take over the post reg-
ularly. Despite the fact that Joe Rihl 
is nominally a catcher, if he can hit 
college pitching, he has an excellent 
chance of winning the berth for him-
self. Kobrosky will, in all probability, 
cover left field again while "Fran" 
Ferrucci is reasonably sure of patrol-
ling the middle pasture if his hitting 
holds up. 
Although Ed Morris played 3rd base 
last year when he was not pitching, 
there is a strong possibility that he 
may be shifted to the initial sack. In 
that event Shelley would be groomed 
for the "hot corner." Carl Lindell at 
shortstop and Bob O'Malley form on_e 
of the best keystone combinations in 
recent years, and it is not very likely 
that either of these men will be 
shifted. 
The locals open their schedule with 
Coast Guard at New London on April 
17 and make their first appearance 
on home soil when they take on Yale, 
April 21. 
the team and for Joe rather than for 
himself. The lettermen are: 
Bruce Onderdonk, Senior. As cap-
tain, Bruce was one of the finest 
leaders that the swimming team has 
ever had, and was moreover perhaps 
the most valuable performer on the 
team. An all-around star, during his 
four years as a varsity campaigner, 
he has won firsts in the breaststroke, 
backstroke, 220 and 440-yard free-
style swims. Fitting in wherever he 
was needed, he has been the cog of 
the whole squad for the past year. 
There will be none to take his place 
on the team next year. 
Louis Little, Senior. Lou must be 
congratulated on a magnificent come-
back after a year and a half of en-
forced illness. He quickly got him-
self in shape and was soon spinning 
through the most difficult dives with 
grace and ease, winning for himself 
and the team a number of first and 
seconds as he used to do two years 
ago. 
Clement Motten, Junior. To go 
from a secure position as a varsity 
sprint man and try to win a letter as 
a diver requires a lot of courage, but 
Clem was equal to the job and won 
his letter as well. He and Lou were 
about equal in diving honors this year. 
Clem, as well, won a number of points 
as a relay man. 
Arthur Campbell, Sophomore. Art 
took more points than anyone on the 
team; he did his best work this season 
when confronted with the best compe-
tition. With two more fruitful years 
ahead of him, he has a chance to 
prove himself one of the mainstays 
of the team, and to get his time down 
even more than before. 
Neil Fanning, Junior. Neil is a 
sprint man who has shown more im-
provement this year than ever before; 
he steadily progressed throughout the 
season, reducing his time with every 
meet, and as wind-up man in the 
medley relay helped to establish a 
new pool record in the Williams meet. 
"Spick" did a lot of hard work thi! 
year, and it showed in the grea1 
amount of improvement that came ill 
his swimming. He has a tremendou! 
stock of power, and once his strokE 
becomes a little smoother, he ma~ 
break any number of records; the 
team will be counting on him for thE 
next three years. 
John Slowik, Sophomore. "The 
Seal" was going great guns beforE 
mid-years, when suddenly a bad at· 
tack of bronchitis caught up with him 
and he was forced to stay out of thE 
water for a month, and since then hE 
hasn't been able to get back all the 
way to his last year's speed. Next 
year the team will be looking for even 
better time than he made as a fresh· 
man. When in condition, he can put 
up a good race with anyone in New 
England. 
Robert Muir, Sophomore. Bob and 
Bruce usually divided first places in 
the 220 and 440 so that both were 
among the highest scoring members 
of the team. Next year Bob will b& 
the distance man to watch; he put 
up a number of fine races this sea-
son, especially against Dodge of 
M. I. T. He is a fighter and races 
against keen competition. 
Arthur Anderson, Junior. "Swede" 
is a faithful and hard-working per-
former in the distances, and has stead· 
ily improved. Against the W esmen 
he outshone himself as anchor man 
in the medley relay, doing the best 
time of his life, and saving the meet 
for Trinity. He also alternates be-
tween the 220 and 440. 
Richard Hill, Junior. As a back-
stroke companion for Johnny Slowik, 
Dick has been increasingly better and 
better. With only one exception, he 
beat out every other team's second 
man, besides reaping in a number of 
seconds and two firsts. He certainly 
deserves to get his letter after his 
long, hard fight. 
Albert Aksomitas, Freshman. "AI' 
is easily the sensation of the year; 
from the time he started swimming 
(Continued on page 9.) 
"Ozzie" Nelson, center. Despite =================~================:::!:================ 
the fact that the "Oz's" name was 
rarely found among the leading point-
getters, he was nevertheless one of 
the most valuable men on the team. 
It was his ability to get rebound 
shots off the backboards and then 
feed the ball to Ferrucci and Kobros-
ky that made their offensive work so 
effective. In addition to his all-
around floor play, Nelson controlled 
the center-tap most of the time. By 
dropping fourteen free tosses out of 
fifteen tries, "Ozzie" was the best foul 
shooter on the squad. Senior Class. 
Jim Kenney, guard. It was always 
Jim's job to bottle up the chief scor-
ing threat of the opposition, and Jim 
always came through. The highly 
touted ace scorers invari·ably found it 
was their "off night" when Kenney 
was on their trail. Sol N echten, Boston 
University forward who is rated as 
one of the outstanding scorers in the 
East, was held to four field goals by 
Kenney. The Terrier star had pre-
viously tallied twenty-two points 
against Harvard and averaged over 
fifteen points a game for the entire 
season. Jim limited "Flea" Janiga 
of Connecticut State to about one-half 
of his usual quota, and guarded Bill 
Cass, Coast Guard's high-scoring 
captain, so effectively that the Cadet 
was unable to sink a single floor shot. 
Kenney easily earned the ranking of 
one of the best defensive guards in 
New England. Junior Class. 
Art Mountford, guard. Art was 
the big surprise of the year. Con-
sidered too weak defensively to rate 
a starting position, Mountford largely 
overcame this tendency by dint of 
hard work. Art had one of the bet-
ter "eyes" on the quintet and con-
nected for many long-range heaves. 
His chief value, however, lay in his 
spirit and aggressiveness. He was 
the real sparkplug of the team, and 
once he started, he could run all night. 
Senior Class. 
Ed Morris, reserve. A strong de-
fensive player, Ed just missed win-
ning a regular post. Morris is sure 
to see lots of action next year, and 
with his added experience, he should 
prove a tower of strength both on the 
offense and defense. Sophomore 
Class. 
Tony DiLorenzo, reserve. Tony is 
another player who can turn in a 
bang-up defensive performance but is 
not able to score much himself. ToiiJ 
is being counted upon heavily b7 
Coach Oosting in his plans for next 
year. Sophomore Class. 
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HEWITT SPEAKS seat facing the East. ones joined these. He thought he 
(Continued from page 7.) Once they were forced to travel had been clever in not being seen by 
11 t f t f . ·r b f th bl them but as he looked back he saw very unappreciative manner, wi a - or y- 1ve m1 es e ore ey were a e 
tack his rescuers when on dry land. to find a place to pitch camp. Sher- up on a cliff the leader of the pack, 
· 1 h d 1'ff Hew1'tt reall.Zl·ng the fat1'gue of the who he christened "Chin-whiskers" A six-shooter 1s a so an y as a 
means of putting suffering animals horses after this hike, which was watching his every move. 
out of their misery in the most hu- equivalent to a three-day ride, de- The one town they passed through 
mane manner. A six-shooter lends cided to let them run free that eve- was Cook City, Montana, a 1·evived 
man moral support in that as Bob ning with the exception of one. This gold mining town of twenty-five 
Hewitt stated: "Judge Colt made all one, on which he planned to round up women and three hundred men. The 
men equal." the others the following morning, was, local Justice of the Peace kept a little 
After his enlightening introduction, he thought, tied securely. In the note on his log-cabin office stating 
the lecturer commenced showing the morning all he could see was a great that he could be found at the local 
colored slides and movies of his trip expanse of horizon with no horses in saloon. 
with two Massachusetts boys through sight. After much searching, he no- They spent considerable time in 
the wilds of Wyoming. They started ticed a few specks in the distance Green River Valley around the gor-
.at Shell, Wyoming, Hewitt's home which luckily proved to be the horses. geous Green River Lake. It was 
town, and traveled for sixty-two days As he ran to meet them, he stumbled while there that they met the "pack" 
over wild, almost impassable trails. in front of a coiled rattler. Here it rats, so named because they pack 
()nly once did they go through a town. was that his six-shooter came in away anything they can get a hold of. 
Averaging about two and one-half handy, as he shot the rattler accord- Also they were called trade rats, be-
miles an hour, they traveled about ing to the unwritten law of the West, cause they always left a pile of leaves 
fifteen miles each day. which states that a man should kill or stones in return for their booty. 
One of the interesting sights on every rattler he sees. When asked about his plans for 
the trip was a prehistoric arrange- Hewitt spotted one of the rarest future trips, Bob Hewitt stated that 
ment of rock over 12,000 years old. animals seen nowadays, a Rocky he was planning a journey through 
'The design was that of a huge wheel Mountain goat at one point on the the mountains of Southeastern Utah 
with twenty-eight spokes leading out trip. He took his camera and craft- for this summer. With a party of 
from the center. Around this edifice ily followed the goat. As chanc·e four fellows, he expects to make a 
were several stone seats facing the would have it, two more joined the geological and archaeological survey 
SWIM SUMMARY 
(Continued from page 8.) 
for the varsity this winter he has lost 
only one race, to Hodder of Massa-
chusetts State. In his first year of 
swimming for Trinity, he has already 
broken the breaststroke record twice, 
lowering it by a good margin. 
Robert Connar, Junior. Bob fought 
hard for his letter and finally 
achieved it by taking a good third in 
the Wesleyan meet. He likewise has 
improved a great deal in the two 
years he has been here and ought to 
be even better next winter. He 
swam a number of good races this 
year, especially in the Williams meet. 
SEE ARTHUR MURRAY 
YOU GET IN TOWN 
Take a Few Low-cost 
Brushing-- up Lessons 
The minute you get into New York 
before Easter, arrange for a few les-
sons to bring your dancing up to date. 
Learn the newest steps and rhythms, 
quickly, easily, or add the Rhumba 
and Tango to your repertoire. Special 
pre-holiday rates are attractively low. 
ART~UR MURRAY, 7 E. 43rd St. 
New York City 
center of the wheel and one large ~o~ri~g~in~a~l~on~e:,_;a~n~d__::la~t:_er:_:t~w~o~y~o~u~n~g~o:f~t~h~is~un~e~x~p~lo~r~e~d~t~e~rr~i~to~r::y:.... ---~===========================~ 
• 
Visit the 
PORT -RADIO CENTER, INC. 
304 Asylum Street 
LOWERS 
ENNETH MACKAY 
















Broad Street and Allen Place 
THE LA VALLETTE 
For Sunday Supper 
Corner Washington and Park Streets 
Enchanting 
Be .. muda 
Three hundred and sixty-five 
gorgeous islands in one group 
• . . . far out in the Atlantic •••• 
.a two days' delightful sail across 
the Gulf Stream. And, too, it's 
.an English province, approxi-
mately 700 miles away from 
the College grind. 
DAVIS 
TRAVEL SERVICE 
50 Lewis St., Hartford, Conn. 
Telephone 2-2196 
Ruby Keeler says: 
ttLuckies are a light smoke that treat a 
tender throat right" 
An independent survey was made recently 
among professional men and women -lawyers, 
doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc. Of those who 
said they smoke cigarettes, more than 87% stated 
they personally prefer a light smoke. 
Miss Keeler verifies the wisdom of this pre£ .. 
erence, and so do other leading artists of the 
radio, stage, screen and opera. Their voices are 
their fortunes. That's why so many of them 
smoke Luckies. You, too, can have the throat pro .. 
tection of Luckies-a light smoke, free of certain 
harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process 
((It's Toasted". Luckies are gentle on the throat • 
ttin a way, it's easier to keep in con .. 
dition as a dancer than as a singer. 
Exercise can keep the muscles in 
shape, but there are a lot of things 
that can go wrong with the voice and 
throat. It stands to reason, then, that 
any actress wants a cigarette that is 
gentle and strikes the right note with 
her throat. I started smoking Luckies 
4 years ago. They're a light smoke 
that treat a tender throat right." 
LOVELY WARNER BROS. STAR 
NOW APPEARING IN 
.. READY, WILLING AND ABLE" 
THE FINEST TOBACCOS-
''THE CREAM OF THE CROP" 
A Light Smoke 
~~It's Toasted''-Your Throat Protection 
AGAINST IRRITATION-AGAINST COUGH 
Copyright 1937, The A.merlcan Tobacco Company 
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DORIZAS TO SPEAK 
(Continued from page 1.) 
racket. 
A bachelor, he has devoted his life 
to geography ·and travel. He lectures 
during the winter at the University 
of Pennsylvania on geography and on 
his many travels, which he takes 
every s.ummer to all parts of the 
world. Mr. Dorizas has visited every 
section of the world many times; he 
always keeps in touch with each land 
by making a visit to that particular 
country every few years, as ~ result 
he is one of the most important 
authorities on geography. 
Dorizas always travels alone even 
in the most remote parts of the world 
and always takes moving pictures of 
his trips. He never carries a gun. 
On 0ne of his summer trips he hap-
pened to be traveling in the Mongolian 
Desert. He was captured by a large 
number of uncivilized warriors, but 
instead of being treated as an enemy 
he fast became friends with this 
particular tribe with the r esult that 
he was .soon released because he could 
miraculously lift fi'Ve men at one time. 
Mr. Dorizas once asked Mr. Notop-
oulos, a great friend of his, to name 
the ten things which he consider ed 
t o be known to the majorit y of people 
the world over-ten common denom-
inations. Seeing Professor N otopo-
ulos somewhat stumped, Dorizas 
answered: Henry Ford, Mickey Mouse, 
etc. 
Mr. Dorizas was appointed by the 
Carnegie Foundation to the chair man-
ship of a committee which was to t ry 
to keep athletics clean. This com-
mittee investigated subsidization and 
'JAQUITH, '12, NAMED 
COLLEGE GROUP HEAD 
President of Illinois College 
Elected Chairman of State 
Federation in Chicago 
As the only pr.esent Trinity alum-
nus who is a president of a college, 
Harold Clarence Jaquith, '12, presi-
dent of Illinois College, was recelllhly 
elected chairman of the Illinois Fed-
ei'Iations of Colleges. Only lately did 
President Jaquith return from a 
meeting of this organization in Ohi-
cago where he delivered a pa~r on 
"The Basic Purposes of the Liberal 
Arts College." 
On Lincoln's birthday, Jaquith was 
the different ways of managing athle-
tics in various colleges. In Phila-
delphia, where Dorizas is widely 
known as "Mike" to t he undergradu-
ates, he is a f requent visitor at the 
Y. M. C. A. and other similar organ-
izations. He has done much to develop 
clean athletics in all sections of the 
country. Mr. Dorizas is a member 
of the Geographic Club ·and is one of 
the most popular and interesting 
lecturers in the entire country. Dur-
ing t he afternoon before the lecture 
Mr . Dorizas will t ake on "all comers" 
in t he gymnasium. 
Waldman's Pen Shop 
Fountain Pens, Pencils, Desk 
Sets, Leads, Inks, Repairs. 
Exclusively a P en Sl10p. 
17% Pearl Street, just off Mair 
Copyright 1937, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO Co, 
asked tCl deli'Ver the annwal historical 
pa~r before the Abraham Lincoln 
Association in the old Illinois sltate 
capitol building which is now the Cir-
cuit Court building. This address 
was not to be printed and distributed 
until next year at the Lincoln Day 
Celebration, but President Jaquith has 
alr.eady sent a copy, which is now in 
the College Library. The Abraham 
Lincoln Association is the prime spon-
sor of the Lincoln t.radition and is 
continually publishing new works, 
such as "Lincoln's New Salem", "Let-
t er s of Lincoln" by Paul A'ngle, and 
"Here I Lived", an historical sketch 
of Lincoln's Springfield. 
Mter graduating from Trinity, 
President Jaquith entered Columbia 
University fr om which he receiv-ed 
his M.A. degree in 1914, later h e re-
ceived his B.D. degree from the Union 
Theological Seminary. A few years 
d ter this he beca.me connected with 
N:ear East Relief Association, a nd 
made managing director at Constan-
tinople and Athens from 1920-29. He 
has been general secretary since 1927 
•and a trustee since 1931. Pre•Sjident 
Jaquith was also formerly an officer 
and national secretary of the Near 
East Foundation. He is also a trustee 
of Athens College. 
GOOD SHOES 
At Medium Prices 
The Packard 
Boot Shop 
218 Asylum Street, Hartford 
Just below the Allyn Theatre 
WEDNESDAY CHAPEL 
(Continued from page 1.) 
be derived from the quoted passage. 
The important thing is that everyone 
do everything in his capacity, even 
though his ultimate deeds may not be 
great ones. The sp.eaker said that 
God will help anyone who is a "self-
starter" in his quests to attain lofty 
ideals. 
"God wants us to keep the vision 
of the contemplated temple before us 
every day," Bishop Larned empha-
sized as the final lesson. He added, 
"God pity the soul in life that never 
sees a star." In other words, the 
measures of one's achievements in 
life are one's ideals. Even though 
man lacks the materials with which 
to work, he must ever strive onward 
under the guidance of God with the 
single purpose of attaining his goal. 
Bishop Larned called attention to 
gr eat men of the past who, though 
laboring under the strain of great ob-
stacles, continued building their altar 
until they had sufficient tools with 
which to commence their temple-
their final goal. Such men aa 
Pasteur, Beethoven, Stevenson, and 
Livingstone lacked the unobstructed 
path to the attainment of their ideals; 
yet they kept ever before them their 
dream as they began building with 
an altar. Bishop Larned closed by 
relating the story of Livingstone, 
who as a boy set his heart upon re-
vealing the darknesses of Africa, and 
although he lacked all advantages 
such as money, education, and noble 
parentage; he began building with an 
altar, until finally he realized his aim 
and was able to start his t emple. 
SUN DIAL SHOES 
For Discriminating Men 
R epr esented on Campus by Hank Haslach and Jim. Wheeler 
Nor t h am 2 
Printing & Bookbinding 
The Case, Lockwood & Brainard Co. 
85 TRUMBULL STREET, HARTFORD 
HUBERT DRUG CO·MPANY 
On Zion Street - Below the Cook Dormitory 
• 
. . . full measure of everything 
• • you want zn a czgarette. 
At every stage ... from tobacco 
farm to shipping room ... Chester-
field's job is to give you the refresh-
ing mildness and delightful flavor 
that makes smoking a great pleasure. 
Experienced buyers see that Chest-
erfield tobaccos are MILD and 
RIPE •.• careful manufacturers 
see that they are blended to the 
exact Chesterfield formula. 
And they see that the cigarettes are 
made right ... round, firm, just right 
to smoke . 
. . . for the full measure of the 
good things you want in a cigarette we 
invite you to enjoy Chesterfields. 
